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The use of proton beam has been introduced in medical physics for therapeutic purposes in 
cancer treatment and it has been proven much more efficient than conventional X-ray. 
Treatment planning in proton therapy is usually provided with information from X-ray CT 
where X-ray attenuation in tissue is needed to be converted to proton stopping power. This 
conversion leads to several uncertainties because proton interacts with matter in a different 
way than the photon. An intuitive way to mitigate this problem is using charged particles as 
the basis for the CT-scan and this is the time when the idea of “Proton CT” came up. There 
are nearly 10 pCT prototypes worldwide and all are designed with two separate devices for 
proton tracking and calorimetry. Few recent studies discovered the potential of merging these 
two separate systems into one uniquely featured Digital Tracking Calorimeter (DTC). The 
DTC is made of multiple layers of Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS) chips. In this 
study, ALPIDE chip has been brought in as MAPS for DTC. The ALPIDE was developed for 
the heavy-ion experiment at CERN to detect high energy charged particles. For pCT, 
ALPIDE is conceptually an ideal sensor because of its low power consumption and chip area 
with more than half a million pixels with in-pixel readout scheme. This thesis is carried out in 
three main parts: 
 Characterization of ALPIDE chip focusing particularly on chip’s threshold and fake 
hit rate. 
 Measuring radiation-induced effects on the sensor performance. 
 Analysing sensor response for different types of radiation. 
In addition, I contributed to Proton Beam Test at OCL, Oslo and analyzed the data afterward. 
This thesis also includes the analysis performed on proton beam data and significant findings 
from the analysis.  
This study represents a key contribution to pCT in terms of defining the sensor behavior and 
interpreting sensor response. 
 




Following the earliest proposition by Harvard physicist Robert Wilson in 1946 that the highly 
localized deposition of energy from protons offers distinct advantages in radiation therapy, it 
took more than 40 years until in 1990 the first generation hospital-based proton treatment 
center launched [1]. Since then especially in the recent decade, the number of cancer patients 
treated with proton radiation therapy has been increased significantly. The number of patients 
received particle therapy worldwide from 1954 to 2014 is more than 137,000. In the year 
2014, 86% of 15,000 patients who received particle therapy were treated with protons [2]. 
The proton therapy has been proven more capable than conventional X-ray radiation therapy 
to deliver high doses to well-defined target volume close to critical normal structures and 
limits the amount of healthy tissue irradiated to a minimum. Proton therapy also minimizes 
short term and long term side effects induced by treatment. 
For proton therapy, till today the widespread way of dose calculation is X-ray Computed 
Tomography (xCT). This use of xCT leads to a certain range of uncertainties that obviate the 
advantage of proton therapy, especially in treatment planning due to dissimilarity in physical 
interactions between photons and protons. The proton range is important for dose calculations 
in treatment planning. To obtain this range in a tissue, attenuation of X-rays in Hounsfield 
Unit (HU) maps needs to be converted to Relative Stopping Power (RSP) maps and this 
conversion creates range uncertainties. Now to eliminate this uncertainty, a proton-based 
treatment planning or Proton Computed Tomography (pCT) system is introduced. The pCT 
uses the same therapeutic proton beam and produces images avoiding any conversion 
uncertainties and thus results in a better dose accuracy as well as the clinically safe margin 
for target volume.  
The pCT images an object (mainly patient) by using a high energy proton beam passing 
through it and then measuring the residual energy of proton by a detector placed after the 
patient [3].  The residual energy from each proton together with proton’s estimated path 
through the patient is used as a basis for reconstructing a volume with RSP. From the 
currently available pCT prototypes [4], the remaining range and energy of each proton after 
traversing the object is often measured by calorimeter such as CsI:Tl, YAG:Ce, NaI:Tl and 
plastic scintillator telescopes. For proton tracking in order to measure how and where the 
protons lose their energy, the distal and proximal detectors such as Scintillating Fibers or 
Silicon Strip Detectors are commonly used. 
As a part of the ongoing pCT project, in collaboration among the University of Bergen, 
Bergen University College, Haukeland University Hospital and Utrecht University, a study 
was conducted to investigate the feasibility of using a high-granularity Digital Tracking 
Calorimeter (DTC) for particle tracking and measuring individual proton’s range and energy 
[3]. The DTC accommodates multiple layers of Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS) 
chips with a digital readout and is going through several optimizations with next-generation 
MAPS to achieve a readout time of 5 µs and best tracking performance. 
The MAPS-ALPIDE has been chosen as the key element of the DTC for this study. The 
ALPIDE was developed for ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) at CERN. This study 
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mainly presents sensor response when exposed by different radiation, γ (from a 
55
Fe-source), 
β (from a 
90
Sr-source) and α (from a 
241
Am- source). One of the remarkable response from 
the sensor chip is cluster size and it is influenced by some factors particularly- particle’s 
energy and charge and mass. 
This study also includes chip characterization in terms of the threshold, noise and fake hit 
rate, and defines their changing pattern over the changing values of associated parameters. 
Finally, this study contains a part regarding radiation damage that is observed and studied on 
a particular chip, and discusses the radiation effect consequences.  
Chapter-2 of this thesis paper includes a wide discussion on pCT as a highly potential 
medical imaging modality along with operational details. The Monolithic Active Pixel 
Sensor-ALPIDE is discussed in Chapter-3 with the technical benefit over previous MAPS. 
Chapter-4 gives an idea about the standard practice of the methods and materials used for this 
study along with experimental setup. The results and discussion are presented in Chapter-5, at 





CHAPTER-2 PROTON CT (PCT) 
This chapter covers a brief introduction to medical imaging and the growing need of advance 
imaging modalities considering high dependency on image for diagnosis. The development 
and medical implementation of pCT over last half a century with advanced technical benefit 
is also discussed. Advantage of pCT over conventional X-ray CT in terms of image quality 
and hazardous dose deposition has brought into contemplation.  
 
2.1 Medical Imaging 
Medical imaging mainly comprehends wide varieties of imaging modalities and processes in 
order to image the human body for diagnostic and treatment purposes. To improve public 
health in all population group medical imaging is playing a vital role by introducing and 
inducting convenient and effective way of diagnosis as well as treatment [5]. 
Acquiring data from human body, that is undoubtedly an incredibly complex system, about 
its static and dynamic properties leads to enormous amount of information. The biggest 
challenge for researchers and clinicians was to obtain and display this immense information 
of the body in order to interpret, understand and employ them for useful diagnostic methods 
and therapeutic procedures. To address this challenge, the idea of imaging for the 
presentation of information was proven as most efficient approach. Now the reason of being 
efficient is the human disposition of relying more on sight rather any perceptual skill on 
anything in the world. Physician’s dependency on medical images to understand the human 
body as well as intervene in the processes of human illness and injury is increasing.  
 
2.1.1 Advances in Medical Imaging 
The journey of Medical Imaging started from Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen’s invention of X-ray 
in November 1895 [6]. Roentgen discovered the penetration ability of an invisible ray 
through human flesh better than bones and metal and first to see “radiographs” [7]. X-ray 
radiography spread out very rapidly due to mass production of X-ray tubes also, the 
worldwide commercialization makes this technology a great medical advance within a few 
years.   
By 1950, radiopharmaceuticals paved the way of Nuclear Medicine (NM) and NM came into 
the armamentarium of diagnostic imaging test, based on the cellular function and physiology 
instead of relying on physical changes in tissue anatomy to perceive the extent of a disease 
process in the body [7]. 
Ultrasound imaging that came into clinical use in the 1970s [7] has a storied history of being 
used in finding German submarines in the protection of North Atlantic convoys during World 
War II [8]. Its initial involvement was to produce deep heat and ablation of brain lesions for 
Parkinson’s disease in physical therapy. With a fine alteration of wave characteristics along 
with keeping energy transfer limited and ensuring almost no deep tissue heating at the same 
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time having no adverse bio-effects, ultrasound has become a very popular imaging technique 
[8]. 
In the 1970s, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) evolved based on a unique observation 
that is, the nuclear magnetic relaxation time of tissues and tumors is different [7]. For 
imaging, the magnetic field around 10,000 to 60,000 times stronger than the earth’s magnetic 
field (25 to 65 microteslas) is used in MRI scanners [9]. Nuclear magnetic resonance 
properties of the proton, which is the main essence of MRI, explicate proton precession about 
its axis and preferential absorption of radio wave energy under a strong magnetic field. The 
subsequent remit of this energy after a period of time is picked up by the scanner and turned 
into a picture by the help of a computer [7], [9]. 
 
2.1.2 Introduction to Computed Tomography (CT) 
Sir Godfrey Hounsfield’s invention of the CT machine in the 1970s showed the first instance 
of computer technology mixing into the medical field [10]. The pioneering work was 
reflected in the first commercial CT unit announced in 1972 [11]. The term Tomography is 
derived from ancient Greek tomos (slice) and graphō (picture) [12]. The CT is a transmission 
technique that is used to acquire images of individual slabs of tissue in the patient. 
In conventional radiograph, a three-dimensional object is depicted as a two- dimensional 
image and the third dimension is represented as overlapping shadow in the 2D image so as a 
consequence anatomical structure of interest is frequently obscured by shadow likewise two 
tissues with similar densities cannot be distinguished by conventional radiograph [12].  
The advantages of CT over conventional radiography is related to several of its feature, most 
importantly [11], [12]:  
 Elimination of superimposed structure to obtain an unobstructed view of the detailed 
anatomy;  
 Differentiating small differences in density of anatomic structures and abnormalities; 
 And a superior quality image. 
The practice of medicine has dramatically changed due to a substantial reduction of the need 
for exploratory surgery after the advent of CT. Acquisition capability of modern CT scanner 
is nearly 800 images in 5 seconds [9]. CT image reveals the presence of cancer, ruptured 
disks, subdural hematomas, aneurysms, and much other pathology. Due to isotropic volume 
data set, coronal and sagittal CT images, shown in figure-1, are incorporated with the 




                                                 (a)                                  (b) 
Figure 1: CT reveals superb anatomical detail, as seen in (a) sagittal, (b) coronal [9]. 
Worldwide use of CT with combination of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) as PET-CT  
and Single-Photon Emission CT as SPECT is growing [13]. In a broader aspect, the 
remarkable increase in the volume of medical imaging is due to technological development of 
new imaging modalities and protocols together with an increased scanner distribution.  
Most of the contemporary medicines are relying on X-ray CT diagnosis due to its wide 
availability but X-ray-based medical imaging provides significantly high dose of radiation to 
the patient population [14]. Since X-rays are a known and proven human carcinogen, this 
high dose can cause severe biological damage [15]. 
 
2.1.3 X-ray Depth Dose Distribution 
Since the use of X-ray based medical imaging and treatment is increasing day by day it is 
important to have a look at how X-ray beam energy is distributed along a certain track. When 
a Megavoltage photon beam strikes a patient the typical dose distribution on the central axis 




Figure 2: Dose deposition from a Megavoltage photon beam in a patient. Ds is the surface dose 
at the beam entrance side, Dex is the surface dose at the beam exit side. Dmax is the dose 
maximum often normalized to 100, resulting in a depth dose curve referred to as the Percentage 
Depth Dose (PDD) distribution. The region between Z = 0 and Z = Zmax is referred to as the dose 
buildup region [16]. 
For a Megavoltage photon beam, the maximum dose is much higher than the surface dose but 
maximum dose just occurs beneath the patient’s surface at a depth Zmax. Both maximum and 
surface dose depth is dependent on beam energy. Higher the energy lower the surface dose 
and deeper the Zmax. This relationship and distribution give a general understanding that to 
treat or image a tumor at a considerable depth we need to apply high energy beam that 
penetrates more and irradiates healthy tissue before reaching the interest point.    
This major drawback of X-ray based medical imaging and treatment has been solved to a 
large extent after introducing charged particle for the same purposes. 
 
2.2 Heavy Charged Particle 
Energetic particles having a mass greater than or equal to one atomic mass unit are the heavy 
particles, in another way heavy charged particle refers to all charged particle except electron 
and positron. Heavy charged particle includes Alpha particles, protons as well as heavier 
atomic nuclei from particle accelerators. Charged particle primarily interacts with matter via 
coulomb force [17]. The positive charge on the particle and the negative charge on electrons 
that are part of the absorber material create an attraction force. Charged particle transfers 
momentum while passing by an electron and as a consequence, it slows down and electron 
gets some kinetic energy.  
 
2.2.1 Proton Interaction with Matter 
Protons lose most of their energy via inelastic collisions with the outer atomic electrons when 
traversing matter and that leads ionizations and excitations. There are also elastic collisions 
with electron and nuclei that deflect protons from their trajectory. However, as proton weigh 
much more than an electron, the contribution to the energy loss is insignificant. Furthermore 
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due to Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) proton is deflected by small-angle from the 
nuclei of the target material. Individual interaction is random and results in a statistical 
distribution of the principal quantities observed in proton imaging [18]: 
 Amount of each proton’s energy loss after traversing a layer of given thickness. 
 Lateral and angular displacement of the proton from its incident direction. 
 
2.2.2 Proton Stopping Power and Linear Energy Transfer (LET) 
Stopping power (-dE/dx) refers to the average energy loss of the particle per unit path length 
and measured in MeV/cm. It is dependent on the type and energy of the particle and on the 
properties of the material it passes. Figure-3(a) illustrates proton stopping power in 
aluminium.  
 
(a)                                                              (b) 
Figure 3: (a) The stopping power of proton in aluminium, plotted over proton energy [19] (b) 
LET Vs. depth in liquid water for proton with initial energies of 80, 100, 150 and 200 MeV [20]. 
The mean energy loss of charged particle per unit path length which is also called stopping 
power S, illustrated in Figure-4(a), is described by Bethe-Bloch theory [21], [22]. 
                       (1.1) 
Where,   e = proton charge 
   z = charge of the projectile 
   ɛ0 = vacuum permittivity 
   β = v/c; v is particle velocity and c is speed of light 
   me = rest mass of electron 
   I = mean excitation/ionization potential 
   n = density of electron in the material 
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n is expressed as,  
                                                                                                             (1.2) 
Where    ρ = density of material 
   Z = Atomic Number of material 
   A= Mass number of material 
   NA = Avogadro number  
   Mu = Molar mass constant 
LET is linear energy transfer to the material by an ionizing particle in per unit distance, 
illustrated in figure-3(b), similar to stopping power except that it does not include the delta-
rays or effects of radiative energy loss (i.e., Bremsstrahlung). Stopping power and LET are 
nearly equal for heavy charged particles.  
 
2.2.3 Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) 
Protons, in the energy range of pCT, experience multiple small angle deflections when 
passing through the image object. Scattering at the coulomb potential of the target nucleus 
causes this deflection. It also leads to a random macroscopic deviation up to a few degrees 
from the original direction and a random displacement up to a few millimeters of the exit 
point with respect to the entry point. The spatial resolution of proton imaging is limited by 
MCS [23], [24]. The distribution of coulomb scattering can be explained by Molière theory 
[25]. For proton CT, the estimation of the trajectory of the particles during image 
reconstruction is done by gaussian approximation of MCS.  
 
2.2.4 Nuclear Interaction 
Inelastic nuclear interactions reduce proton fluence with increasing thickness of the object. 
For pCT, beam with energy above 100 MeV encounters higher probability of nuclear 
interaction [18].  Nuclear interactions in the object can also generate secondary particles like 
neutrons, protons are heavier recoil fragments. Energy is locally deposited by recoil 
fragments. Neutrons can produce another nuclear interaction or exit the patient.  
 
2.2.5 Proton and its Depth Dose Distribution  
Protons depict an inverted depth-dose profile compared to photons with a maximum (Bragg 
peak) at the end of the range, shown in figure-4(a). The Bragg curves are the ensuant 
response of many superimposed depth-dose distributions of the individual particles [26], 
shown in figure-4(b). Depending on the energy the particle the depth of the Bragg peak in 
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tissue changes. Bragg peak illustrates the maximum dose deposited in tissue appears close to 
particle’s range [27].  
   
(a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 4: (a) Depth dose curves for photons and protons. Notice the exponential tail seen in the 
photon curve that results in dose deposition through the entire patient. The proton curve shows 
that there is no dose deposition after the Bragg peak [28]. (b) The Spread out Bragg Peak 
(SOBP). Combining beams with different energies it is possible to describe a longitudinal profile 
[29]. 
2.2.6 Potential Advantage of Proton in Radiation Therapy 
In 1946 Robert R Wilson first suggested the application of proton in medical physics [30]. He 
suggested the benefit of treatment with proton because of the energy deposition pattern of 
protons along their path. Recently, an agile increase in the worldwide availability of proton 
therapy has been observed. Because of the unique physical properties of protons, compared 
with the conventional photon therapy, proton therapy offers outstanding advantages in cancer 
treatment [31]. Basic advantages of proton therapy over photon are,  
 In comparison to photons, the main benefit of protons is the lessening of the integral 
dose to healthy tissue outside the target volume; this is because of Bragg peak 
(inverse depth-dose profile) of proton beams. Therefore the risk of secondary 
malignancies including all other radiation-induced side effects is reduced.  
 The Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE1) of protons is 1.1 and for photons, it is 
1.0, hence protons are biologically more effective than photons. As a result, a lesser 
dose is needed to produce the equal effect [32]. 
According to the data, centralized by Particle Therapy Cooperation Group (PTCOG), 
worldwide there are 66 Proton therapy facilities in operation (last update March 2018) and 43 
Proton therapy facilities under construction (update January 2017) and 21 Proton therapy 
facilities in a planning stage [4].  
                                                 
1
 RBE (Relative Biological Effectiveness): RBE is the ratio of the doses required by two radiations to cause the same level 
of biological effect. 
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At present, carbon ion radiotherapy is also in practice for treating deep-seated malignant 
tumours due to its better dose conformity. Carbon ions are even heavier than proton and give 
higher RBE nearly 3 [33]. 
 
2.3 Brief History towards Proton Computed Tomography (Using Energy Loss) 
M. Cormack advocated the use of proton for imaging in 1963 [34] for the first time. The first 
planar radiograph was published by Koehler in 1968. A proton beam was spread by scattering 
and then directed on to photographic film, for the exposure at the Harvard Cyclotron 
(Cambridge, MA) [41]. The first image was produced, shown in figure-5(a), where 100-mm 
pennant-shaped sheet of aluminum was added to generate contrast. 
The concept of PCT evolved from marginal range radiography but nuclear scattering imaging 
and multiple scattering imaging were investigated concurrently [35]. In 1972, M. Goitein 
explicated the methods to acquire 2-D data and to reconstruct 3-D images with simulation, 
although this was alpha particle transmission imaging [36]. This was the first example where 
the charged particle was used in transmission tomography and their energy loss was utilized 
for contrast. Afterward, an α-particle scanner was developed and even trialed on humans at 
the same laboratory [37]. 
 
Figure 5: (a) The first published proton radiograph from 1968 (b) A slice image of a 29 cm 
diameter phantom from the Los Alamos proton CT scanner in 1978 [38]. 
The first human tissue imaging using a high precision range telescope was showed by the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) group of K. M. Hanson et al. in 1982. From their study, 
pCT was pointed out advantageous over X-ray CT in terms of dose deposition in the tissue 
[39]–[42]. An early image is given in figure-5(b) where, proton beam energy was 240-MeV. 
The imaged phantom was comprised of varying size and density inserted plastic cylinder. 
Two varieties of Detector modules with different functions were utilized, one is Position-
Sensitive Detector (PSD) and another one is Residual Energy-Range Detector (RERD). This 
concept is still used in proton imaging. For tracking each proton position, PSD is used and 
RERD is for residual energy or range. PSD was a multiwire proportional chamber used in 
Los Alamos system. PSD determined the exit position of proton at a plane downstream of the 
phantom. In order to determine residual energy (a “calorimeter”), in early experiments a 
hyperpure germanium detector was used as a RERD, but later, to determine proton stopping 
depth (a “range telescope”) a stack of plastic scintillators was used. Undoubtedly this Los 
Alamos experiment was an advancement both conceptually and experimentally.  
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In 1990’s, interest in proton imaging enhanced with the explicit intent to help with range 
control and treatment planning for particle beam therapy. Not only in proton beam therapy, in 
the context of all particle beam therapy as a mean to improve treatment planning, proton-
imaging has been investigated. Nowadays X-ray CT images are used in treatment planning 
and it requires a conversion of the information that comes from the interaction of a photon 
with a matter, in order to predict the interaction of charged particles in the tissues. As a mean 
to directly map the relative stopping power of the particle in the tissue, proton imaging has 
been put forward. For this mapping, the energy loss of the particles is recorded [35].  
Due to the ability of direct mapping of relative stopping power of material, proton imaging is 
considered as one of the alternatives to the conversion of CT number which reduces range 
uncertainties (voluntary irradiation of the portion of the normal tissue) by checking the 
expected range with the treatment planning stopping power [35]. 
 
2.4 Imaging Using Different Properties of the Proton 
Proton imaging by using the energy loss of the particle was not the only explored path, the 
potential of imaging using other properties of the proton was also investigated parallelly.    
 
2.4.1 Marginal Range Radiography 
In marginal range radiography, a mono-kinetic beam of a proton is used and the energy is 
chosen above 100 MeV so that it penetrates a few centimeters of steel. The rapid change of 
the specific energy loss (MeV/g/cm
2 
) near the end of the range of a charged particle is the 
basis of this type of radiography [43]. 
The principle of Marginal Range Proton Radiography is illustrated in figure-6 with an object 
inside a water bath and a radiographic plate at the exit of a water tank. Beam energy is chosen 
to place the film in the middle of the sharp fluence descent following Bragg Peak.   
The marginal range proton radiography was first performed by Koehler in 1968 [44] and then 
followed by other. In 1973 and 1974 Koehler A. M. and Steward V. W. demonstrated this 
technique very promising for diagnostic of tumor, strokes or breast carcinoma. In comparison 
to X-ray radiograph, marginal range proton radiography has better detectability of the 
malignancies. Despite having some limitation in spatial resolution due to proton scattering, 




Figure 6: Illustration of marginal range radiography concept (a) The flux-depth curves for 
proton and X-rays passing through a homogeneous medium and highlight the higher sensitivity 
of proton (b) Dose-depth curve for 148 MeV protons in water, showing the Bragg peak of 
ionization near the end of the particle range. The position of the region  examined (tissue 
specimen) and of the screen-film detector relative to the Bragg peak are indicated [45]. 
One of the advantages of heavy ion in radiography is ionization interaction. At the same time, 
MCS of heavy ion creates a problem by deflecting the particle elastically from their initial 
line of flight and causes crossovers to occur between adjacent regions. As a result, both 
spatial resolution and image contrast decreases. This phenomenon can be minimized with a 
proper match of particle range to the object thickness and by placing the object as near as 
possible to the image plane [45]. 
 
2.4.2 Nuclear Scattering Radiography 
Nuclear scattering in radiography was first prognosticated in 1975 [46]. This technique uses 
higher proton energy between 500 MeV to 1 GeV. The idea is to spot protons scattered at 
wide angles by nuclear interaction. With the help of two position-sensitive detectors, proton’s 
position and direction upstream from the object to image was recorded. Other position-
sensitive detectors were used to record the passage of scattered and recoiled protons 
downstream from the object. The position of the interaction is determined from the 
intersection of the line describing the trajectory of the incoming and scattered particle. This is 
how a three-dimensional image is acquired using a single beam direction. Multiple scattering 
of the secondary protons in the object very much limits the spatial resolution of this 
technique. 
 
2.4.3 Proton Scattering Radiography 
This type of radiography depends on MCS and limited to thin object. Image contrast is not as 
high as it is generated through position dependent scattering. This technique was first 
explained by West, D. and Sherwood, A. C. in 1972 [47]. The principle of proton scattering 





Figure 7: Principle of proton scattering radiography illustrating intensity distribution near an 
edge [43]. 
The key idea of this imaging was to pass a parallel beam of proton through a uniform depth 
of material and observe a uniform intensity when particle exits because of having an equal 
number of coulomb scattering at every point. The same goes for outside of the object. 
Particles, striking just on the edge of the object are scattered in the non-object part and that’s 
the main reason of less particle detection by the detector at the boundary. This discontinuity 
generates bright and dark part of the object on radiographic film [47]. Multiple scattering 
proton radiography was not put forward for clinical application because there was no real 
interest for its edge-delineation properties found for medical imaging [35]. 
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2.5 pCT for Imaging the Relative Stopping Power (RSP) 
Charged particle radiography depends on energy loss method. It is based on the residual 
range of the particles caused by the material being radiographed. Stopping power is energy 
dependent, so does the RSP, therefore the reconstructed values present an average of particle 
energy throughout their propagation. For quantification of an image, most of the time it is 
said that RSP is reconstructed but the precision of estimation of the relative stopping power 
values is characterized by the “density resolution”.  
 
 
Figure 8: Schematic of pCT. Protons with known entry energy Ein are recorded one by one in 
the detector reference system (s, t, u) as they traverse the image object from many different 
projection angles φ. The recorded data include entry and exit positions and entry and exit 
angles as well as exit energy Eout in the energy detector. There are four trackers two upstream, 
two downstream. Particles are tracked one by one [48]. 
 
2.5.1 Phase-1 pCT Scanner (Conceptual pCT Detector Approach) 
In proton CT, RSP map is directly acquired from proton energy loss measurement. As a 
result, it eliminates the associated error in converting the X-ray CT Hounsfield unit to proton 
RSP. Figure-8 illustrates a pCT system with individual proton tracking facility placed before 
and after the patient. It provides information regarding direction and position of a proton.  
The energy lost by each proton after traversal of the image space is recorded. Also, the 
position of individual protons is tracked. Specification of proton CT apparatus is given in 
Table-1. Most commonly a proton CT apparatus consists of a separate system for tracking 
and energy measurement with, 
 Two sets of two tracker planes, upstream and downstream from the object in order to 
get information on position and direction of each proton. 
 A calorimeter or range meter in order to measure the residual energy or range of each 
proton. 
Between 2008 and 2010 the first pCT prototype capable of scanning a head size object was 
built by collaboration between the Department of Physics at Northern Illinois University, the 
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Department of Radiation Medicine at Loma Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC), and 
the Santa Cruz Institute of Particle Physics (SCIPP) at UC Santa Cruz. The design of this 
system followed the layout shown in figure-8. This system includes front and rear silicon 
tracker modules, each consisting of 4 XY planes in order to acquire full coordinate and 
direction data. With the rear tracker modules, energy detector (an array of 18 CsI crystals) is 
integrated. The scanner is mounted on a rail system at the proton research room at LLUMC to 
bring the detectors close to the phantom object that rotates on the horizontal proton beam 
axis. The system is described in more details by R. F. Hurley in this proceeding [49]. 
Table 1: Design specifications for a pCT scanner for therapeutic applications [50] 
Category Parameter Value 
Proton Source Energy 200MeV (head) 
250MeV (trunk) 






Accuracy Spatial resolution < 1 mm 
Electron Density resolution < 1% 
Time Efficiency Installation time < 10 min 
Data acquisition time < 5 min 
Reconstruction time < 15 min (treatment planning) 
< 5 min (dose verification) 
Reliability Detector radiation hardness > 1000 Gy 
Measurement stability < 1% 
Safety Maximum dose per scan < 5 cGy 




2.5.2 Design Specification 
The design specifications of a pCT scanner used in proton therapy are presented in Table-1. 
The needs for accurate and safe proton beam delivery dictate the requirements of a pCT 
system designed for applications in proton therapy. 
For imaging, it is important to have sufficient energy of proton to penetrate the body part to 
be imaged. According to the NIST PSTAR database [51], 200 MeV proton is sufficient to 
penetrate the adult human skull and 250 MeV is sufficient to penetrate an adult trunk. 
The accuracy of measured position and direction is given by spatial resolution that has an 
impact in the reconstructed image. In order not to compromise with the system’s overall 
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performance, the spatial and energy uncertainties of the pCT system should considerably be 
smaller than those imposed by the physical limitations. For therapy with protons, a clinically 
meaningful spatial resolution is about 1 mm [52].   
To have a short installation, calibration, scanning, and removal time a pCT system should be 
time-efficient. If the detectors are not sufficiently radiation hard to stay in the beam line 
permanently then installation and removal of the system are required. The scanning time of a 
patient for treatment planning should not be longer than 15 min (including installation and 
removal of an impermanent system but excluding image reconstruction time) [50]. 
Detectors need to have sufficient radiation hardness in order to sustain their function within 
1% of specified performance values for at least one year, ideally for 5 years or more. 
Furthermore, the system is expected to be insensitive to changes in temperature, humidity, 
and magnetic fields present in the treatment room [50]. 
 
2.5.3 Proton Tracking System and Energy/Range Measurement 
Proton tracking system is based on three basic criteria [35]: 
 Spatial resolution that determines the accuracy of measured direction and position. 
 A ratio between the thickness and radiation length is called material budget of the 
tracker planes. The material budget determines the amount of scattering the proton 
undergoes as well as the additional uncertainty on the measured direction. 
 For event-by-event proton tracking, one of the essential factors is time resolution and 
readout performance. There is no parameter to measure the exact requirement of these 
criteria as an image has multiple impacts by different parameter. 
Nevertheless, for perfect imaging, best spatial resolution, lowest material budget and fastest 
acquisition rate are looked for. Prototypes have been developed following different 
approaches.  
Table-2 is a summary of all prototype systems. This represents the current state of the field. 








































































PRIMA II 2014  20.0 ×5.0  x-y SSD (4) YAG: Ce 
calorimeters 
1 M  pCT 
INFN 2014  30 ×30  x-y Sci-Fi (4) x-y Sci-Fi  1 M  pCT 
NIU/FNAL 2014  24.0 ×20.0  x-y Sci-Fi (4) Plastic 
scintillator 
telescope  
2 M  pCT 
Niigata 
University 





PRaVDA 2015  9.5 ×95  x-u-v SSD (4) CMOS APS 
telescope  
1M pCT 
AQUA= Advanced Quality Assurance; CMOS APS= Complementary Metal Oxide Semi-conductor Active 
Pixel Sensor; CsI:Tl= Thallium-doped Caesium Iodide Scintillator; CSUSB= California State University, San 
Bernadino; INFN= Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare; FNAL= Fermilab National Accelerator Laboratory; 
LLU= Loma Linda University; NaI:Tl= Thallium-doped Sodium Iodide Scintillator; NIU= Northern Illinois 
University; PRaVDA= Proton Radiotherapy Verification and Dosimetry Applications; PRIMA= PRoton 
IMAging; Sci-Fi= Scintillating Fibre Hodoscope; CSC= University of California Santa Cruz; x-y (or x-u-v) 





2.6 Expected Performance of PCT 
2.6.1 Path Estimation and Spatial Resolution 
The proton path in an object is affected by MCS, illustrated in figure-9. It makes 
reconstruction of pCT images challenging and spatial resolution much less satisfying than X-
ray CT.  
The first proton path estimation approach was taken considering only the position of the 
particle on the calorimeter in a similar fashion of X-ray CT [39] illustrated in figure-10(a). It 
is possible to define a straight line trajectory of a proton by adding position sensitive tracker 
before and after the object [53], illustrated in Figure-10(b). Recording angle of the particle 
with more trackers can give a trajectory with broken straight lines [54], shown in Figure- 
10(c) and this is how the idea of curved path began. 
 
Figure 9: The path of protons traveling inside an object is determined by a multitude of 
individual scattering events leading to a zigzag path (red). Both the position and direction of 
entry and exit proton are registered. Given the object boundary, the intersecting points A and B 
of a proton with the object can be obtained. While the intersecting points are sufficient to 
estimate the straight line path (black) of the proton, additional knowledge of the entry and exit 
directions permits estimation of the most likely path (blue line) [55]. 
There were three different approximations on path trajectory of proton, 
 Straight-Line Path (SLP) —SLP is the simplest estimation of the proton path. This 
is the intersection line between the entry and exit of each proton illustrated in figure- 
10(a).  
 Most-Likely Path (MLP) — Proton’s internal path is followed by a certain 
probability distribution. An object with homogeneous electron density over the entire 
scan region and both directions of entry and exit point is known then MLP of all 
possible trajectories can be analytically derived. MLP considers that the object has 
scattering and energy loss properties like water [24]. MLP is shown in figure-10(d) 
 Cubic Spline Path (CSP) — When the positions and tangential directions of the 
proton at the entrance and exit are known, despite considering MLP as the best 
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statistical estimate for proton path through a uniform medium, an alternative simpler 
method can be used to fit the two endpoints with a smooth polynomial. A cubic spline 
is used to estimate the cubic spline path or CSP.  
The SLP, MLP, and CSP estimators of the proton paths are iterative reconstruction algorithm. 
Compared to analytical image reconstruction, analgebraic method based iterative image 
reconstruction is advantageous. MLP gives better spatial resolution than CSP and SLP [55]. 
The sub-milimetric spatial resolution can be reached, shown by published studies when 
considering few centimeters thick object and energies greater than 100 MeV for proton 
beams [56]–[58]. 
 
Figure 10: Illustration of different path estimations for image reconstruction. In black the 
proton trajectory, in red estimation made: (a) knowing only the position on downstream 
detector; (b) knowing the positions upstream and downstream from the object; (c) knowing the 
position and direction upstream and downstream from the object; (d) estimating the most likely 
path using the position and direction upstream and downstream from the object [35]. 
 
2.6.2 Dose and Density Resolution 
For an improved treatment planning, reconstructed relative stopping power resolution should 
be less than 3% achievable with X-ray CT (1% ideal). Density resolution of pCT depends on 
proton energy and per voxel
2
 proton number in the reconstructed image. There’s always a 
trade-off between delivered dose and density resolution [59], [60]. 
Lower energy protons lose more energy that is responsible for higher dose deposition and 
greater contrast whereas for higher energy protons, the effect of multiple scattering is 
ignorable and more protons are used to calculate average energy loss. Therefore, there is 
always a compromise between energy and number of particle needed but most of the cases 
higher energy proton is chosen because of less scattering.  
                                                 
2
 Voxel: A unit of graphic information that refers a point in three-dimensional space. 
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2.7 Next-Generation pCT 
2.7.1 Digital Tracking Calorimeter (DTC) 
The currently used detector approach for pCT is discussed in section-2.5. Next generation 
pCT design is working to merge these separate systems for tracking and energy measurement 
into one robust system and that is named as DTC.  
The high-granularity digital sampling pixel detector was developed at CERN. To measure the 
particle distribution at large rapidity an electromagnetic calorimeter is designed as a part of 
the proposed upgrade of detector experiment [61]. The high pixel granularity helps to 
discriminate particle at high momenta. The designed DTC prototype with 24 telescopic 
sensor layers has been tested for pCT purpose at the proton accelerator at Kernfysisch 
Versneller Instituut-Center for Advanced Radiation Technology (KVI-CART) in Groeningen, 
Netherlands [3]. After that, simulation-based research work has been carried out to see how 
the DTC performs in a therapeutic particle beam [62]. The DTC consists of multiple layers of 
Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS) chips with digital readout. The detail discussion 
about MAPS is presented in Chapter-3.  
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CHAPTER-3 MONOLITHIC ACTIVE PIXEL SENSOR (MAPS) 
Monolithic pixel sensors were proposed as a viable substitute to Charge-Coupled Device 
(CCD) for visible imaging, in the early 1990s [63]. These sensors are often called CMOS 
imagers because of being made in a standard Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 
technology [64]. Two main types of sensors are: 
 Passive Pixel Sensor (PPS): With an integrated photodiode in a pixel together with 
selection switches to connect the photodiode directly to the output line for readout. 
 Active Pixel Sensor (APS): With an integrated amplifier in each pixel to directly 
buffers the charge signal. 
Because of better performance, most CMOS imagers have an APS structure. Also, several 
advantages of CMOS APS, or Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS), were immediately 
recognized: 
 MAPS avoids the drawbacks of bump-bonding or other types of connections [65]. 
 Making very small pixel size and integrating more functionality in the same pixel is 
possible because of shrinking size of transistor [65]–[68].  
 MAPS usually have low power consumption [65]. 
 MAPS allows integration of multiple functionalities on the same chip together with 
the sensor arrays that simplify system level and hence reduce the costs. Random 
access to pixels ensure tracking of very high-speed object but there is a trade-off 
between resolution or array size and readout speed [69].  
 The readout is always massively parallel to analog-to-digital conversion [66]–[68].  
 Limiting the readout system requirements to digital I/Os, MAPS can be made very 
easy to use [65]. 
In particle physics experiments, sensors and readout electronics that are used for vertexing 
and tracking require high performance in terms of granularity, read-out speed, material 
thickness, radiation hardness and power consumption. Silicon (Si) semiconductor technology 
based sensor and CMOS technology based readout electronics accomplished majority of the 
above requirements but the shortcoming was the interface between the sensor and the readout 
electronics, i.e. typically separate components.  This limitation was eliminated by merging 
both sensor and read-out electronics into a single detection device that introduces CMOS 




Figure 11: Cross section scheme of a MAPS pixel combines Si sensor and CMOS read-out 
electronics in a single volume [71]. 
  
3.1 Interaction of Particles with Silicon Sensor 
Charged particle interacts with the material of the sensor to generate charge carriers. 
Detection of these charge carriers ascertains the detection principle of semiconductor 
detectors. 
 
3.1.1 Energy Loss of Charged Particle 
When a charged particle passes through the sensor, it collides with the electrons of the 
interacting medium. For heavier particle than an electron, average energy loss due to this 
scattering process is expressed by the Bethe-Bloch formula (cf. section-2.2.2). 
Energy loss of particles, much heavier than an electron, depends on the velocity of the 
crossing particle. At high energy, Lorentz factor
3
 (γ) cannot be neglected. For electrons and 
positrons, the Bethe-Bloch formula is corrected for interaction between identical particles and 
further energy-loss mechanism, like bremsstrahlung.  
For low energies, the dominating factor for energy loss is 1/ β
2
 (β = speed of light). Energy 
loss from the Bethe-Bloch equation-1.1 reaches a minimum when a particle with βγ  3. A 
particle in such energy conditions is called a Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP). 
 
3.1.1.1 Energy Loss Distribution 
Large fluctuations of the energy loss occur because of the statistical nature of the ionizing 
process during the passage of a fast charged particle through matter [72]. Bethe-Bloch 
formula provides the average energy-loss per path unit and the probability distribution of the 
                                                 
3
 Lorentz factor (γ) – This is a factor by which; a moving object changes its length, time and relativistic mass. 
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energy loss is defined by absorber thickness [73]. Thick absorbers give gaussian distribution 
whereas thin absorbers show asymmetric distribution because of higher energy fluctuation. 
For silicon sensors, theoretical calculation of energy loss distribution was carried out by 
Landau and Vavilov [74], [75]. To produce an electron-hole pair the average energy needed 
for silicon is equal to 3.68 eV [72]. Figure-12 shows the landau distribution for a charged 
particle in silicon. 
 
Figure 12: Landau distribution of the energy loss of highly relativistic particles (βγ>>100) in a 
silicon layer of 320 µm thickness [76]. 
While traversing a detector, charged particles suffer from MCS apart from energy loss. 
Successive small angle deflections by this scattering causes small deviations of the track. The 
scattering angle (ϴ) gives a gaussian distribution [77] with a root mean square  
                                                          (3.1) 
 
Where, β = Velocity; P = Momentum; z = Charge of the particle 
X/X0 = Thickness of absorption medium in unit of radiation length 
 
3.1.2 Energy Loss of Electromagnetic Radiation 
Electromagnetic radiation interacts with semiconductor detectors mainly via three processes 
[78]:  
 Photoelectric Effect 
 Compton Effect 
 Pair Production 
In these interactions, photons are either completely absorbed in a single process 
(photoelectric effect and pair production) or scattered by relatively large angles (compton 
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effect). The attenuation of monochromatic photon beam in intensity while traversing the 
sensor is given by [73] 
                           (3.2) 
Where, I0 = Intensity of incident beam;  x = Thickness of traversing medium 
µ = Attenuation length 
The photoelectric effect is the dominant process at energy below 100 keV for silicon. 
Compton scattering process becomes dominant at higher energies. Figure-13 shows the 
photon cross section in silicon. Silicon is used for detecting photon with energy up to 100 
KeV. 
 
Figure 13: Total photon cross section in silicon [71]. 
 
3.1.3 Detection Principle of MAPS  
Electron-hole pairs are generated near the point of interaction when electromagnetic radiation 
interacts with the semiconductor. Due to applied reverse bias or diffusion caused by 
concentration variation, these charge carriers move by drift and collected by the electrode 
associated with the front end readout electronics. In standard MAPS, charges are collected by 
diffusion. Impinging particles generate charge carrier in the epitaxial layer. Because of the 
potential barrier between the lightly doped p-type epitaxial layer and the heavily doped p-
type substrate, generated electrons are deflected. On the other hand, the containment of the 
majority of the electrons within the epitaxial is due to a similar potential barrier between the 
lightly doped epitaxial layer and the heavily doped p-wells of the NMOS transistors. When 
diffusing electrons reach the built-in electric field at the junction which is formed by the n-





As a high performing MAPS, ALPIDE is the most advanced sensor that is developed for the 
particle tracking of ALICE experiment at CERN [79]. The ALPIDE pixel chip is 
manufactured using the commercial 0.18 µm CMOS imaging sensor process by TowerJazz 
[80]. AC-sensitive low power front-end coupled with a hit-driven in-matrix zero-suppression 
circuit makes it less power consuming and much faster than the typical MAPS [79]. ALPIDE 
chip has a pixel matrix of 1024 × 512 pixels and total thickness is thinned down to 50 µm 
[81]. A schematic cross section of ALPIDE sensor is shown in figure-14. 
 
Figure 14: Schematic cross section of pixel of MAPS (TowerJazz 0.18 µm imaging CMOS with 
the deep p-well feature) [73], [82], [83]. 
 
3.2.1 ALPIDE in Pixel Architecture 
The ALPIDE sensor features the option to embed an n-well on top of a deep p-well (cf. 
figure-14) and this is how the active volume i.e. the epitaxial layer, becomes separated from 
all n-wells except for the collection diodes. This separation creates the possibility to 
implement PMOS transistors inside the pixels with no deterioration of the charge collection 
efficiency [71]. A pixel sensor consists of following parts [73], 
Substrate: lowest layer of a pixel that is made of highly doped (p-type), low resistivity 
crystalline silicon. The substrate provides mechanical stability to host all other structures. 
Epitaxial layer: This is the layer top of the substrate which is lightly doped (p-type) and 
provides an active volume of the detector where impinging particles generate charge carriers. 
This layer is implanted with all active devices. 
Well implantations: To integrate PMOS and NMOS transistors, N-well and p-well 
implantations are used.  
Diffusion implantations: Source and drain of the transistors are formed by them. They have 
higher doping in comparison to the wells in which they are embedded into. 
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Collection diode: Generated charge collecting diode. The depletion region is formed in the 
junction between the diode n-well and the p-epitaxial layer. 
Metal lines:  Different silicon structures are connected by them. They are generally used as 
an insulator and made of aluminium or copper and embedded into silicon oxide. 
Some benefits of 0.18 µm CMOS technology are [73], 
 With transistor feature size of 0.18 µm and gate oxide thickness below 4 nm, CMOS 
process becomes substantially more robust to Total Ionising Dose (TID) than other 
technologies.  
 This technology provides 6 metal lines that allow implementing high density and low 
power digital circuits with a reduced area for the digital circuitry at the periphery of 
the pixel matrix. As a consequence insensitive area of the pixel chip is reduced.  
 Epitaxial layers can be developed with resistivity from 1 KΩ cm to 6 KΩ cm. This 
makes bigger depletion area in the epitaxial layer and improves the signal to noise 
ratio of the sensor as well as its resistance to nonionizing radiation. 
 The Material Budget4 can be reduced to a great extent by producing wafers with an 
epitaxial layer from 18 µm to 40 µm thicknesses and making chips thin up to 50 µm. 
 The most important feature of this technology is the use of a deep p-well. Parasitic 
charge collection by n-wells is a problem that the front-end electronics face. To 
eliminate this problem deep p-well is used. The PMOS transistor embedded in n-well 
is fabricated on top of the deep p-well.  
 The stitching technology for the sensors production is one of the unique features that 
help manufacturing of die sizes up to a single die per 200 mm diameter wafer. 
 
3.2.2 ALPIDE Pixel Matrix Architecture 
In-pixel architecture of ALPIDE is quite complex. Each pixel includes its own amplifier and 
shaper, connected to a comparator and multiple hit buffers. To perform zero-suppression
5
 
within matrix an Address-Encoder Reset-Decoder (AERD) circuit, illustrated in figure-15(b), 
is engaged. The same readout-circuitry is shared by two neighboring columns as depicted in 
figure-15(a). AERD circuit ensures propagation of hit pixel’s address to the end-of-column 
logic and resetting the corresponding in-pixel hit buffers. In this architecture, pixels are read 
in a continuous acquisition mode [80] or by an external trigger controlled mode (global-
shutter mode). The ALPIDE architecture is by design hit-oriented and allows less power-
consumption, shorter integration time and smaller pixels pitches with a total chip dimension 
of 15 mm × 30 mm.  
                                                 
4
 Material Budget (X/X0)- This is the ratio of radiation length of a particle in a material (X) and radiation length 
(X0) required by the  relativistic charged particles to reduce its energy by the factor 1/e [105]. 
5




(a)                                                                               (b) 
Figure 15: (a) Schematic of a full scale ALPIDE chip (1024 pixel column×512 row): pixels are 
arranged in double columns (b) with a priority encoder per double column. This allow space to 
be used more efficiently for the priority encoder as it is routing dominated and several routing 
lines can be shared between the two columns [82]. 
 
3.2.3 ALPIDE Readout Architecture 
Readout of a detector indicates the detection of a particle when it crosses a pixel. This 
information is acquired by setting a collection node threshold to the analog signal [73]. In 
ALPIDE, the available digital information in a pixel is fed into an encoder circuit to generate 
the address of a hit pixel directly. The 32 regions of pixel matrix (each region is a matrix of 
512 × 32 pixels) are read out in parallel shown in figure-16. The pixel is reset to move to the 
next valid one and until all pixels are read out this procedure is iterated. The ALPIDE chip 
uses a global strobe signal in order to capture the comparator front-end output into a local 
memory thus provides effective integration time of about 4 µs [73] with given front-end 
shaping time 1-2 µs [82]. 
 
Figure 16: Readout organization of the chip with details on the pixel cell [82]. 
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3.3 The ALPIDE Family 
3.3.1 ALPIDE Prototypes 
Different ALPIDE prototypes with their key specifications are described in Table-3. The 
improvements were done from one prototype to another over several years keeping all 
features provided by the TowerJazz CMOS process.  
Table 3: The prototypes of the ALPIDE family [80] 
Year Prototype Specification 
2012 Explorer  analog readout 
 20 × 20 µm2 and 30 × 30 µm2 pixels 
 pixel and collection-electrode geometry 
 reverse substrate bias 
 radiation hardness 
2013 pALPIDEss-0  Matrix with 64 columns x 512 rows 
 22µm x 22 µm pixels 
 In-pixel discrimination and buffering 
 Zero suppression within pixel matrix 
2014 pALPIDE-1  First full-scale prototype 
 Pixel pitch: 28 µm x 28 µm 
 4 sectors with pixel variants 
 1register/pixel, no final interface 
 on-chip bias DACs 
April 2015 pALPIDE-2  4 sectors with pixel variants 
 Optimization of circuits 
 Allowing integration in ITS modules 
 No high-speed serial output 
October 
2015 
pALPIDE-3  8 sectors with pixels variant 
 front-end optimisation 
 three in-pixel hit buffer per pixel 
 high-speed link 
August 2016 ALPIDE  Single pixel variant 




3.3.2 Pixel Chip Requirement 
Table-4 shows the pixel chip requirement for ALPIDE. The ALPIDE development aims to 
reduce power density well below 100 mW/cm
2
 and integration time shorter than 30 µs [83]. 
Table 4: Pixel chip requirement for ALPIDE [83] 
Parameter Value 
Chip Size 15mm × 30mm 
Silicon Thickness 50µm 
Pixel Size (30×30) µm
2
 
Readout Time < 30 µs 
Power dencity < 100 mW/cm
2
 
Detection Efficiency > 99% 
Fake Hit Rate < 10
-5
 per readout frame and pixel 
TID Radiation Hardness 2.7 Mrad 






3.4 ALPIDE Principle of Operation 
3.4.1 In-pixel Hit Discrimination 
The signal-flow inside the pixel circuitry of ALPIDE can be shown by simplified block 
diagram, illustrated in figure-17. At the input node PIX_IN, the charge signal is integrated 
with a typical collection time of   10 ns [83]. The amplitude of PIX_IN voltage signal is equal 
to the ratio of QIN to CIN where QIN is collected charge and CIN is total input capacitance. It 
takes around 1 ms for the reset circuit to restore the input baseline voltage level. The front-
end amplify the signal and operate as a delay line with a peaking time of around 2 µs. If 
output OUT_D coincides with STROBE signal then the hit information is latched in the 
multi-event buffer memory. By a hit-driven architecture, the data is read out only when there 




Figure 17: In-pixel hit discrimination block diagram and signal flow [83]. 
 
3.4.2 ALPIDE Front-End Circuit 
The ALPIDE in-pixel front-end circuitry consists of an analog part and a digital part [76]. 
The analog part mainly shapes and discriminate the signal and digital part contains the hit 
register and further logic to test and mask (disable) the pixel. The front-end circuitry is 
similar for all prototypes based on the ALPIDE architecture but in the final ALPIDE chip the 
analog front-end is slightly optimized that is attached in the section-A.1.  
 
                              (a)                                                                             (b) 




3.4.3 Pixel Analog Front-End 
Figure-18 illustrates the in-pixel analog front-end. The working principle of analog front-end 
is based on charge transfer. Charges are transferred to a small capacitor in order to generate 
voltage gain [83]. A negative voltage step at the input node PIX_IN created by charge signal 
is expressed as, ΔVPIX_IN = QIN/CIN. The M1 transistor works as a source follower with 
current source IBIAS (cf. section-3.4.3.2) from VDDA. Also, source voltage is being forced 
to follow the M1 gate voltage. This results in charge transfer, Qsource = Csource · ΔVPIX_IN from 
Csource to COUT_A if IBIAS current sink to GNDA. So apparently ΔVOUT_A is, 
                    (3.3) 
A large Voltage gain is obtained with Csource>> COUT_A 
Figure-18(b) shows the practical implementation of analog front-end circuit. A low-
frequency feedback generated using transistor M4 and M5 and called curfeed net. Curfeed net 
is loaded with Ccurfeed capacitance and connected to the gate of M3. This is also adjusted for 
M3 to absorb IBIAS+ITHR current. The baseline value for OUT_A and the reset to baseline 
after particle hit is defined by voltage bias VCASN and current bias ITHR. The gate of M8 
transistor is controlled by OUT_A and baseline is defined in a way that IM8<IDB. The charge 
threshold is defined by the distance between baseline voltage of OUT_A and the point where 
IM8=IDB. When OUT_A has the higher voltage level than the threshold point IM8>IDB, 
OUT_D receives a discriminated active low output. 
All front-end transistors are operated in weak inversion [80]. That’s why current flow change 
is proportional to exp(∆Vgs), where Vgs is the voltage between gate and source of the 
transistor. The nominal assigned for the current bias parameter is IBAIS = 20 nA and ITHR = 
0.5 nA [83].  
The Csource and the Ccurfeed are combined in one capacitance Cs in order to have a compact 
layout of front-end circuit. Transistor M6 in diode connection: drain is connected to the 
OUT_A node and source and gate are connected to the curfeed node, helps to achieve a 
clipping mechanism to limit the pulse duration for very large input signals. Typically M6 is 
reverse biased but it becomes forward bias when the OUT_A signal is high enough and then 
it compresses the pulse duration by providing additional discharge current. When the input 
charges larger than 1.4 times the charge threshold both for OUT_A and OUT_D, this clipping 
effect is perceptible [83]. 
 
3.4.3.1 Charge Threshold  
The charge threshold is determined by the collected charge amount at the sensing node in 
order to make a hit at the front-end output. Analog front-end circuit shapes a pulse that is fed 
to a discrimination stage. Voltage excursion at the sensing node increases with a smaller 
pixel-input capacitance for a given collected charge and the conversion gain of charge-to-
voltage eventually makes a larger pulse height within the frontend. The discrimination stage 
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does voltage comparison; therefore, smaller pixel-input capacitance decreases the charge 
threshold. Combination of ITHR and VCASN determines threshold where ITHR control the 
pulse shape (i.e. relative height and width) and baseline voltage of the analog front-end 
OUT_A node defined by VCASN. This baseline voltage at OUT_A is connected to the gate 
of transistor M8 (cf. figure-18b) and when it exceeds a critical voltage for which the current 
through M8 surpasses IDB, the OUT_D of the pixel becomes low (active). With increasing 
ITHR, pulse height and width reduce, whereas when VCASN increases, baseline voltage also 
increases and comes closer to the critical voltage for driving the output node. Consequently, 
rising ITHR increases the charge threshold whereas charge threshold is reduced by rising 
VCASN.   
 
3.4.3.2 Front-End Biasing  
Both current and the voltage on-chip bias Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) feature an 8-
bit resolution [80] and placed in chip periphery. Their reference voltage (1.8V) [76] is 
supplied by a dedicated pad positioned at the edge of the sensor externally. The DAC values 
are obtained from device simulation that gives the front-end circuit a first working point. 
Only the reverse substrate bias
6
 (VBB) is applied using an external power supply. Nominal 
DAC values seen by the pixel are given in Table-7 in chapter-5.  
 
3.4.4 Digital Front-End Section 
Digital front end of a pixel sensor is illustrated in figure-19. The digital part consists of three 
registers [76]:  
 A state register:  Hit information is kept by state register which is a set-reset latch. 
Simultaneous assertion of front-end discriminated output PIX_OUT_B and 
STROBE_B sets the state register. When a hit is detected by the sensor, PIX_OUT_B 
is driven low and if it coincides with STROBE_B the hit information is stored in the 
state register. Afterward, it can either be reset by a PIX_RESET pulse generated by 
Priority Encoder during the readout.  
 A mask register: Once the mask register is set, the registered hit in state register 
doesn’t propagate to the AERD (MASK_EN is set high, the STATE output is forced 
to 0). This confines malfunctioning and excessive noise interruption in the readout. 
 
                                                 
6
 Reverse-Substrate Bias Voltage- The reverse-substrate bias voltage (VBB) influences extending the depletion 




Figure 19: Functional diagram of the pixel digital front-end [82], [84]. 
 A pulse register: Front-end response and state register’s functionality is tested by 
accessing each pixel that is enabled by pulse register. When the pulse register is set to 
one, the test pulse (digital or analog) is propagated to the pixel. For two different 
pulse modes the test can be performed by applying global PULSE signal to the 
respective chip pad to steer the test pulse. PULSE_EN=1 enable the testing 
functionality, disable otherwise. Digital pulsing is provided by PULSE_TYPE=0 and 
PULSE_TYPE=1 activate analog pulsing [82]. 
 Digital Pulsing- The digital testing allows to stimulate the state register and 
forced to logic high the hit latch (STATE_INT) bypassing STROBE_B signal and 
analog front-end [82]. STATE signal must go high with the assertion of the 
PULSE signal provided the pixel is not masked and state register is functioning 
properly [76]. 
 Analog Pulsing- Analog pulsing indicates injection of a test charge Qinj into the 
sensing node through a capacitor. Difference between VPULSE_HIGH and 
VPULSE_LOW defines the amplitude of the applied pulse. Both edges of charge 
signal provoke the charge injection of opposite polarities where the leading edge 
corresponds to the discharge of the collection diode similar to a traversing particle 
[76], [82]. 
 
3.4.5 Priority Encoders and Pixel Indexing 
Address-Encoder and Reset-Decoder (AERD) is an asynchronous full-custom circuit for a 
fast readout of the pixel matrix. An AERD circuit was shown in figure-15(b). AERD consists 
of a fast OR logic, priority address encoder and a one-hit reset decoder [79], [85]. The 1024 
STATE signals of the pixels of the related double column are provided as an input of AERD 
and then AERD generates addresses of the hit pixels as follows: generated VALID signal by 
the fast OR logic is set high if at least one pixel is hit in double column [76]. The subsequent 
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SELECT signal asserted by the digital periphery propagates through the reset decoder in the 
various layers to the hit pixel with the lowest address (highest priority). The SELECT 
signal’s forward propagation brings pixel address to the digital periphery. Once the address is 
read by the digital periphery, the pixel is reset. Setting VALID signal to low all hit pixels 
connected to the AERD is read for several iterative processes. Unless there’s a hit present, 
there is no activity in the circuitry. 
An array of 512 Priority Encoder blocks readout the matrix of pixels [82]. The pixels are 
arranged in double columns and Priority Encoders occupies the regions at the middle of each 
double column. Priority Encoder defines the indexing of the pixels in the readout data. 
Figure-20 illustrates the indexing of pixel in double column. 
 






3.5 Radiation Damage in MAPS 
ALPIDE was mainly developed to be applied in upgraded seven layers of ALICE Inner 
Tracking System (ITS) at CERN. These Silicon Pixel Detectors are expected to work in harsh 
radiation environment [82]. The high radiation creates an unprecedented challenge in 
required prolonged operability for MAPS. So recently developed MAPS is assumed to have 
much high radiation tolerance and above that tolerance limit, it is most likely to show some 
radiation damage. Radiation effects on silicon detector are discussed in following paragraphs. 
 
3.5.1 Radiation Damage Effects 
Radiation-induced effects can be subdivided into two types of defect [76]: 
 Bulk Defect- Displacement of lattice atoms due to non-ionizing energy loss; 
 Surface Defects- This is the ionizing radiation effect on the dielectrics and the silicon-
dielectric interface;  
In the ALPIDE, following radiation-induced effects are expected to occur:  
 
3.5.1.1 Bulk Damage 
Bulk damage is originated from the inelastic displacement of nuclei in the sensor. That 
creates imperfections in the crystal structure and helps producing additional energy levels 
within the silicon bandgap which eventually changes the properties of the material. This type 
of radiation damage is caused by hadrons. Bulk radiation damage is scaled using the Non-
Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL)7 in order to compare the damage induced by different particle 
types with different energies [86]. Radiation-induced bulk defects mainly cause a change in 
the macroscopic property of the silicon detector [87], [88] as follows:   
 Increase of leakage current- The lattice defects caused by radiation, increase the 
volume-related leakage current across a p-n junction that is strictly proportional to the 
equivalent fluence Φeq (fluence of any particle related to fluence of 1 MeV neutron). 
                   (3.4) 
Where,  V= Depleted volume. 
α= Current related damage rate (For silicon at 20ºC α is about 3.9×10
-17
         
     A/cm) which is independent of the type and initial resistivity and the       
     material [78] 
                                                 
7
 NIEL: Neutrons of 1 MeV are commonly used as reference particles. The damage due to a fluence of another 
particle has therefore to be related to the equivalent fluence of 1 MeV neutrons causing the same damage. The 




The increasing leakage current increases shot noise, as well as a larger power dissipation of 
the sensor [76] 
 Effective doping concentration- When there is any involvement of impurity atoms, 
which are used as doping, in the radiation-induced crystal defects they might become 
electrically inactive, hence losing their function as donors or acceptors. At the same 
time, during the radiation-induced generation of defects new acceptor or donor states 
may be created. The difference of all donor and acceptor-like states is quantified by a 
term that is effective doping concentration Neff. The fluence dependency of Neff is 
following, 
                    (3.5) 
Where,  NA, 0= Acceptor concentration before irradiation 
  ND, 0= Donor concentration before irradiation 
cA, cD, bA, bD constants to be determined experimentally [76]. 
 Decrease of the charge collection efficiency- Crystal defects set up a state called 
trapping centers for charge carriers. While moving through the sensor material, the 
carrier’s probability of encountering a trap is proportional to the elapsed time. 
Trapping is therefore described by a parameter that is carrier lifetime τ. At a given 
carrier lifetime τ, an amount of charge generated in a single point, Q0, will decay so 
that after a time t the remaining charge is given by, 
                                      (3.6) 
So, if the carrier lifetime decreases to the order of the charge collection time, part of 
the signal charge is lost that manifest degradation of the Charge Collection Efficiency 
(CCE) of the sensor.  
 
3.5.1.2 Surface Defects 
This type of effect is mainly caused by Ionizing radiation and can be scaled with Total 
Ionizing Dose (TID)
8
. Surface defect affects the surface oxide layers, and the lateral isolation 
oxides of MOSFET transistors, by trapping the positive charge carrier in the insulation layers 
(usually SiO2). For CMOS pixel sensors, this causes a shift of threshold voltages, an increase 
of noise and parasitic leakage currents [76]. 
                                                 
8
 TID- Accumulating the radiation dose over time. 
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CHAPTER-4 METHODS MATERIALS 
For pCT, recently proposed sensor is ALPIDE. For ALICE ITS upgrade ALPIDE 
development has gone through several optimizations. This thesis is mostly confined to 
analyzing data from final ALPIDE chip for different radioactive sources as well as proton 
beam. The detector configuration and circuit details are discussed widely in chapter 3. This 
chapter will focus on the ALPIDE chip setup (single chip with DAQ board) for reading 
particles, the software used to perform standard tests of the chip, details of standard tests, data 
analyzing and other relevant methods.  
 
4.1 ALPIDE Test Board 
For the test of the ALPIDE chip, a DAQ and a carrier board are used. Figure-21 shows how 
these two boards are coupled. The Carrier board, electrically connected to ALPIDE chip with 
wire bonds, holds the chip. Concerning the DAQ board, this board is powered by a voltage of 
5V and to connect it to a PC it has a USB connection. The biggest black chip in the middle 
called FPGA chip that allows programming the DAQ board. There is a connector for the 
carrier board. The DAQ board also contains the potentiometers to vary the analog and digital 
power (The VDDA and VDDD, respectively) and nominal value is 1.8V. 
 
 
Figure 21: Carrier (black) and DAQ (green) board connected together. There’s a glass 
protector on the top of the Chip. 
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4.2 Chip Tests 
ALPIDE software that is installed in the PC connected by a USB with the DAQ board 
provides standalone test programs. A dedicated command line is executed for each test. Test 
parameters’ (number of mask stages, number of injections etc.) values are set in the 
configuration file name config.cfg. This config file is saved in the same subdirectory of the 
ALPIDE test programs. Each test generates output in a data file. Some of its main test 
functions are described in the following paragraphs. 
 
FIFO Test 
This is a quick test to verify communication with the chips' control interfaces. It writes three 
different bit patterns (0x0000, 0xffff and 0x5555) into each cell of the end-of-column FIFOs 
[89] and reads them back. During the test it also checks the correctness or the read-back 
values. The test is executed by asserting the parameter FIFO to the program: 
./test_fifo 
 
On-Chip DAC Scan (DAQ Board Only) 
On-chip DACs output can be connected to monitoring pins of the ALPIDE chip and this is 
measured by ADCs on the DAQ board. Characteristics of all on-chip DACs are measured by 
DAC scan. The output is obtained for each DAC by looping over the values from 0 to 255. 
For each DAC the output values are written into a file. These files contain two columns of 
numbers: the first one has a number from 0 to 255 and the second one has the correspondent 




Digital scan injects a digital pulse in a number of pixels and readout the hits. For this test 
number of injected pixels and number of injections is configurable in the config file by three 
parameters NINJ, PIXPERREGION, NMASKSTAGES. NINJ decides the number of 
injections in a pixel. The parameter PIXPERREGION gives the number of simultaneously 
injected pixels per region. After injecting to one-pixel group the scan moves to the next one.  
The Number of such steps or mask stage is given by NMASKSTAGES. To analyze all pixel 
of the entire chip the mask has to be staged 16384. Digital scan test starts with command: 
./test_digital 
The output data is written into a file DigitalScan.dat containing three columns 
Doublecol Address NHits 
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Doublecol ranges from 0 to 511 and Address from 0 to 1023. This digital data can be 
visualized by a macro analysis Hitmap.C. The macro is invoked in a form .x Hitmap.C 
(<filename>) 
Threshold Scan 
This test provides analog injection or in other words a programmable charge injection into the 
preamplifier, looping over the charge. 50 injections are performed for each charge point. 
Command line for this test is,  
./test_threshold 
The output raw data  that are the number of hits for each charge point is presented in a file, 
name ThresholdScan.dat and organized in 4 column, 
Doublecol Address Charge NHits 
Charge range for the threshold scan can be configured in the config file. Default setting 
ranges from 0 to 49 DAC units (1 DAC=10 e
-
) [71] . Now a macro FitThresholds.C can be 
used to fit the s-curves for the scanned pixels. The compiled form of this micro is                         
.x FitThresholds.C+ (<filename>). An output file FitValues... .dat is generated with all the 
fitted values in a format, 
doublecol address thresh noise chisq 
A macro ThresholdMap.C is performed to visualize the data in form of a threshold map. 
 
Noise Occupancy 
The selectable number of random triggers is given in this test and number of hits is returned. 
The dedicated command for this test is,  
./test_noiseocc 
It has an identical output file format like a digital scan. A histogram of the noise occupancy 




A source scan is performed with the single event information by the command, 
./test_noiseocc_singevent 
This instruction is used when a random trigger is generated internally by the chip itself. The 
default strobe duration for internal strobe is 2 µs and a delay between pulse and strobe is 500 
ns. But External triggering can also be used to provide flexibility of adjusting the strobe 
duration and delay the command is, 
./test_noiseocc_ext_singevent 




Figure 22: S-curve measurement: hit ratio r(Qinj) as a function of Qinj [76]. 
 
4.3 Threshold and Noise Measurement 
The charge threshold and Noise of the front-end circuit of the ALPIDE prototypes are usually 
determined by so-called S-Curve scan. The noise of MAPS  generates from various spots in 
the circuitry [90], [91]. One of these noises is shot noise
9
. The S-Curve scan is done with 
keeping fixed front-end settings. Front-end node is injected by a charge qinj by giving a 
negative voltage step on the injection capacitor Cinj (cf. figure-17). The qinj can be varied by 
varying the voltage step. If a range of test charge (qinj) is injected for N times in a pixel and 
number of times the pixel has registered a hit is measured then the response function r(Qinj) 
is given by following equation [76] and illustrated in figure-22.  
                   (4.1) 
The hit-detection probability p of the pulsed pixel is measured for each injected charge. 
Assuming the noise has a gaussian distribution then the response function of the pixel is 
given as following [80]  
                (4.2) 
Where, 
 qinj = Injected charge 
µ = Charge threshold 
s = Noise. 
                                                 
9
 Shot Noise- Noise generated from the discrete nature of electric charge carried by charge carrier. 
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The response function has a characteristic S-shape, therefore, the measurement is called S-
Curve scan. Here µ and s values are obtained from the pixel-by-pixel fit. Figure-23 shows the 
distribution of threshold and noise.  
     
(a)  Threshold distribution.                                      (b) Noise distribution. 
Figure 23: Threshold and noise distributions. 
Threshold and Noise have an influence of VBB, VCASN, and ITHR. Experimental data and 
plot will be presented in chapter-5. 
 
4.4 Fake Hit Rate (FHR) 
The threshold and noise, both give gaussian distribution. However, for most of the chips, 
there are few pixels that do not exhibit a response function. These are the pixels that control 
the fake hit rate if not masked. The fake hit rate is the rate at which pixels show a hit when 
there are no ionizing particles. Due to its strong effect on the performance of tracking device 
fake hit rate is considered very important in pixel chip. The fake hit rate is estimated by 
reading out the chip without providing an external stimulus like a radioactive source, beam or 
external pulsing in a sequence of consecutive events. The RFH, average fake hit rate is 
calculated as following [80] 
                 (4.3) 
 
Where, NHits = the number of hits detected 
 NPixels = the number of pixels under study 




4.5 Sealed Radioactive Sources  
Sealed radioactive source restrains radioactive substance in such a way that under normal 
circumstances these substances cannot escape. These radioactive sources are broadly used 
and generally preferred for their small size and mobility in industry, medicine, and research. 
This study includes the use of several sealed radioactive sources in the laboratory to check 
the detection performance of proposed ALPIDE pixel detector. The types of sources used for 
this thesis is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 
(a)                              (b)                              (c)                               (d) 
Figure 24: Sealed Radioactive sources for laboratory experiment. (a) 
241
AM isotope as Alpha 
source (b) 
90
Sr isotope as Beta source (c) 
55







Am) is one of the radioactive isotopes of Americium with half life 
432.2 years [92]. This isotope has a specific activity of 3.43 Ci/g (curies per gram) or 1.27 x 
10
11
 Bq/g (Becquerel per gram) [93]. The 
241
AM contains alpha energy of 5486 keV (85%), 







Sr) is a radioactive isotope of Strontium. It has a half-life of 28.2 years. This 
beta emitter with one decay mode decays into Yttrium-90 by emitting β- with maximum 
energy 546 KeV [94]. The daughter 
90
Y has a half life of 64 hours and decays to stable 
Zirconium-90 by emitting negative beta with maximum energy 2.27 MeV. Specific Activity 
of 
90
Sr is 1.41 x 10
2
 Ci/gram or 5.21 x 10
12
 Bq/g. The beta source used in the laboratory is 
shown in figure-24(b). 





Fe) is a radioactive isotope of Iron. Half-life of 
55
Fe is 2.737 years. Generally, 
photons emitted from 
55
Fe are in two emission modes with energies of 5.9 keV and 6.5 keV, 
with a probability of 24.40 % and 2.85 %, respectively [95]. These photons have attenuation 
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lengths of  29 µm and 37 µm in silicon [96]. 
55
Fe is also called a source of mono-energetic 
radiation of 6 keV photon energy with a probability of about 28% [97]. Specific Activity of 
(
55
Fe) is 2.43 x 10
3
 Ci/gram or 8.98 x 10
13
 Bq/g. Figure-24(c) is the used one for this thesis.  
Variable Energy X-ray Source 
Figure 24(d) shows a Variable energy X-ray source on the top of the ALPIDE chip. There is a 
hole just beneath the round shaped source and through this hole, particles hit the chip. This 
X-ray source contains 6 different isotopes that are responsible for variable energy. The list of 
isotopes and their corresponding energy is given in Table-5. 
Table 5: Isotope parameters for variable X-ray source [98] 
















4.6 Proton Beam 
Proton is a microscopic particle known as a building block of an atom. A proton beam is 
generated by focusing protons into a narrow ray and shooting them at extremely high speed. 
Proton beam is generated by a particle accelerator. This accelerator runs with the principle of 
coulombs law (same charge repels and opposite charge attracts) and uses electromagnets to 
accelerate and focus the protons. The electromagnet changes its charge from positive to 
negative to pull and push the proton. This is how protons are speeded up and a proton beam is 
generated from a bunch of protons. 
Most commonly used accelerator for treatment is cyclotron that is a circular accelerator. 
Particle’s path is made circular by the magnetic field to spin the proton beam around and 
around until they reach a certain speed to shot out to their target.   
 
4.6.1 ALPIDE Proton Beam Test 
To ensure detection performance for proton, ALPIDE was irradiated by proton beam at Oslo 
Cyclotron Laboratory (OCL) from 30
th
 October to 3
rd
 November 2017. The energy of proton 
beam for ALPIDE testing was approximately 16 MeV. Beam diameter was measured close to 
1 cm by a photographic plate shown in figure-25. The beam was monitored from the control 
room shown in figure-27(a) and monitoring window shows all relevant parameter like 
current, presence of other ionizing radiation (Gamma, Neutron) and their measured dose, 
illustrated in figure-27(b). The goals of this test were,  
 To examine the chip’s performance at different distance and angle along with 
identifying the Bragg Peak and spreading of the applied proton beam. Also to observe 
cluster sizes and their distribution for proton. 
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 Defining the position (distance & angle) where chip shows pileup or it becomes 
saturated and the position where single proton is read per event. 
 
4.6.2 Test Setup 
The test setup includes,  
 Accurate positioning of ALPIDE chip on the beam trail confirming all necessary 
power supply and other connection. 
 Providing proper shielding to avoid radiation induced effect. 
 Collecting data and monitoring beam and chip performance from the control room.  
To hold the ALPIDE chip with required shielding, 2 mm Aluminium plate was used, shown 
in figure-26(b). The holders were placed on the top of an aluminium base to place it on the 
beam trail given in figure-26(a). Figure-26(c) shows the final placement of ALPIDE chip 
along the beam trail. A laser beam was used to measure the distance and angle of the 
ALPIDE chip from the proton beam vent. For remote controlling, patch panel was used.  
 
     
(a)                                            (b)                                             (c) 
Figure 25: (a) Beam vent (b) Photographic plate placed on the beam vent to measure the 
diameter (c) measured diameter around 1 cm. 
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 .  
(a)                                             (b)                                     (c) 
Figure 26: (a) Aluminum base to place the holder on the beam trail (b) Aluminium holder and 
shielding for ALPIDE chip (c) Chip placement. 
   
(a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 27: (a) Beam monitoring window (b) Measuring Gamma and Neutron incidence 
simultaneously. 
 
4.7 Helium Beam Test 
The Helium (He) micro beam experiment was conducted at Australia Nuclear Science and 
Technology Organisation (ANSTO) in Australia in January 2018. The experimental goal was 
to observe how the cluster size changes with the departed energy to the epitaxial layer of the 
ALPIDE, and at the same time to see if the cluster size varies with the position of where the 
charge departed. The tests were performed with a Helium-4 ion beam with a fixed energy of 
10 MeV that unfortunately could not be changed. The ion rate was 2 KHz and 10 KHz. The 
test setup was almost similar to proton beam test. The micro beam had high resolution with 
beam diameter less than 1 µm. This will be discussed and explained in more details in a 
future master thesis by Simon Huiberts, “Characterization of the ALPIDE chip with Helium 
and Proton beam”. 
 
4.8 ALPIDE Data Collection 
ALPIDE chip undergoes the standard test for source scan and it generates a data file with 
certain information like pixel address, event number, number of hits and so forth. These data 
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files are obtained and stored by dedicated software (cf. section-4.2) installed in a computer. 
Figure-28 shows how the data file looks. Each file consists of 5 columns (First two columns 
define column and row number of pixel, the third column gives event no which is the number 
of strobes provided, fourth one is a clock and the fifth one gives number of hits/number of the 
activated pixel). A trigger signal mainly performs for the data request. Three available trigger 
modes are following [76], 
 Internal Trigger: FPGA on the DAQ unit implements this trigger.  
 External Trigger: the trigger is provided from an external device to the DAQ unit 
upon the incidence of a signal. 
 Software Trigger: Trigger issued by software, and can acquire any data at the 
maximum achievable rate. 
The strobe duration given internally by the chip itself is 2 µs with 500 ns delay. For proton as 
well as other source scan, the strobe duration was adjusted externally at 9.7 µs with 250 ns 
delay. In order to limit registering the same pixel multiple time, strobe duration was 
externally increased by a signal generator.   
 
Figure 28: Generated data file with 5 columns after source scan. 
 
4.8.1 Cluster  
The file generated by the source scan contains hit information of pixels. The number of active 
pixels in each frame depends on the source type and its corresponding energy. The term 
cluster means a pixel group showing signal above a certain threshold and it causes by sharing 
the same charge created by ionizing radiation among several pixels [76]. Every source leads 
to a cluster distributions and a characteristic signal depending on their process of energy loss 
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and conversion; for instance, X-rays are absorbed by photoelectric conversion in a point like 
region. The MIPS particle creates e-h pairs uniformly along their track and can cross a thin 
sensor. Charged particle like proton, alpha, and atomic ion losses energy while traversing a 
material because they transfer energy when interacting with an electron of atoms in the 
material. For pCT it’s important to know how the cluster size changes when proton or any 
other particle strikes the detector. 
 
Figure 29: Cluster for alpha particle. Notice that the cluster occurs in two frames. 
 
4.8.2 Analysing Cluster Size and Cluster Distribution 
Figure-29 shows how cluster looks for alpha particle. All activated pixels are plotted in a 
hitmap where X-axis represents the number of column (0-1023) of sensor chip, Y-axis is 
number of row (0-511) and the coloured scale at right side shows the number of hits per 
pixel. This hitmap is generated by a root macro for the initial visualization of all registered 
pixels. Cluster sizes can also be determined from the data file because it copies the address of 
nearby pixel. So counting the number of pixels those are at close vicinity and forming a 
group gives the cluster size. The distribution pattern of this cluster sizes can also be obtained 
if the number of clusters is calculated for each event. This is further discussed in Chapter-5. 
This study mainly covers cluster analysis by root and C++ programming. Analyzing code is 




CHAPTER-5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter will present all the experimental result and relate it to theoretical standard and 
previous research findings. ALPIDE silicon pixel detector has been chosen as the main 
element for high-granularity DTC in pCT. Since different prototype of ALPIDE has been 
studied over several years at CERN for ALICE experiments, there are several published 
methods and procedure to characterize the chip and analyze data. The methods, explained in 
chapter-4, are used firstly, to test the chips and see if the result is as expected or not also to 
verify the influence of related parameters. Secondly, to analyze the response of pixel 
detectors for different radiation like Alpha, Beta, X-ray as well as particle like proton. 
Thirdly, the radiation effects on a chip and measuring the level of effect in terms of threshold 
and noise. Finally, there are findings related to cluster size and cluster distribution to see how 
they vary with radiation type and energy.  
 
5.1 Test objectives 
In the following paragraphs, results from three different ALPIDE chips are presented and 
commented. Here follows a general description of ALPIDE tests with their objectives:   
 DAC Scan with nominal configuration for three different chips. The aim of this test is 
to see the linear fit for each DAC and conversion from DAC to volt as well as DAC to 
electrons.  
 Full chip Threshold and Noise Scan for three different chip at different Reverse Bias 
Voltage (VBB), generally given 0V, -3V and -6V, to see the change in threshold and 
noise level in terms of VBB.  
 Threshold and Noise scan with varying ITHR (10-70 DAC) and VCASN (50, 57, 63, 
and 69 DAC) the test objective is to see change in threshold and noise level in terms 
of ITHR and VCASN. 
 Noise Occupancy or Fake hit rate test for three different VBB (0V, -3V and -6V) in 
order to see the variation of fake hit rate with changing VBB. 
  Noise Occupancy or Fake hit rate test with varying ITHR (10-70 DAC) and VCASN 
(50 and 57 DAC) in order to see how they are related. 
 Threshold and Noise scan for three chips where, one is not irradiated and two are 
irradiated by heavy charged particle Helium (He) with variation in average dose per 
chip. The test objective is to see the radiation effect by monitoring the drop and rise of 
threshold and noise respectively.  
 Source scanning for three different particles α, β, γ and analyze their cluster sizes. 
 Source scanning for X-ray with six different energies (8.04 KeV - 50.65 KeV) and 
observe how cluster size changes with energy deposition. 
 Proton beam test and see the cluster shape and size.  
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5.2 ALPIDE Chips 
Three ALPIDE chips are listed with their number in Table-6. For chip characterization, these 
three chips were used. None of these chips were used in proton beam test. Chip-1 and 2 were 
irradiated by different ionizing particle most importantly Helium-4 ion of 10 MeV.  
Table 6: List of ALPIDE Chips 
Chip 1 Chip 2 Chip 3 
608519 W13R41 608520 W07R05 608519W13R07 
 
 
5.3 ALPIDE Tests 
5.3.1 Test 1- DAC Scan 
DAC Scan is performed to understand the characteristics of all on-chip DACs (Explained in 
section-4.2). The test result for chip-1 is shown in figure-30. Two other chips give the same 
plots. The linear fit is calculated for the linear part from the number of hits vs. injected charge 
plot (cf. figure-22). From the slope of the line, the conversion from DAC to volt and DAC to 
electron can be done.  
 
Figure 30: Plot for all individual DAC. 
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Similar graphs are generated for all the DACs from the individual DACScan file. The slope 
of these lines can be changed only with changing supply voltage. For our experiment, the 
supply voltage was fixed, VDDD=VDDA= 1.8 V.  The set DAC values for some of the main 
DACs are shown in Table-7 also some DAC values needs to be adjusted with changing 
reverse bias voltage, given in Table-8. 
 
Table 7: Nominal values for the DACs at 1.8V, expressed in DAC units 
VCASN VCASN2 VCLIP VRESETD ITHR IDB VCASP IBIAS VPULSEH 
50 62 0 147 50 29 86 64 170 
 
Table 8: Adjusted DAC value for different reverse bias voltage (VBB) 
 0V VBB -3V VBB -6V VBB 
VCASN 50 105 135 
VCASN2 62 117 147 
VCLIP 0 60 100 
VRESETD 147 147 170 
 
5.3.2 Test 2- Threshold and Noise Scan with varying VBB 
Threshold scan is performed on three chips to obtain threshold and noise level of pixels. To 
ensure all pixels’ participation, the full chip was scanned adjusting relevant parameters. 
Applied VBB was 0V, -3V and -6V (required set up for this voltages are given in table-8). 
Required configurations for this test are given below:  
 PIXPERREGION=4. PIXPERREGION is the number of enabled pixels per region or 
in one mask stage.  
 NMASKSTAGES= 4096 (for full chip scan when PIXPERREGION=4). In the config 
file, NMASK is a parameter that determines the number of mask stage for a chip in a 
particular test. NMASKSTAGES means how many times a group of a pixel will be 
read in one of the 32 regions of ALPIDE chip. 
 Charge looping from 0 to 49 DACs. 
Once the test is complete, a file names ThreholdScan.dat is created by the software described 
in paragraph 4.2. After that, a ROOT macro read and analyzes the file to determine the 
threshold and noise for each sector. The number of hits for all pixels is available in the output 
file and this is analyzed as a function of injected charge. The macro makes the S-curve (cf. 
figure-22) with the charge on the x-axis and the number of hits on the y-axis and gaussian 
error function that includes two parameters, threshold, and noise.  
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Chip 1  
 
Figure 31: Threshold and Noise at 0V VBB. 
 
Figure 32 : Threshold and Noise at -3V VBB. 
 





Figure 34: Threshold and Noise at 0V VBB. 
 
Figure 35: Threshold and Noise at -3V VBB. 
 






Figure 37: Threshold and Noise at 0V VBB. 
 
Figure 38: Threshold and Noise at -3V VBB. 
 
Figure 39: Threshold and Noise at -6V VBB. 
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5.3.2.1 Influence of VBB 
For steering the chip performance the key parameter is the charge threshold. The threshold 
value of the chip is influenced by VBB.  From the figure- 31 to 39, the change of mean 
threshold and noise for three chips at different reverse bias voltage is seen. Threshold and 
noise both decrease with increasing VBB for first two chips. For chip-3, with increasing VBB 
the threshold reduces but noise increases.  
The reason why threshold value reduces with increasing VBB is explained in one of the CERN 
studies on ALPIDE [76] and it says, increasing VBB reduces pixel-input capacitance and that 
leads to reduced charge threshold. So basically, for threshold test, a range of test charge is 
injected via the pulsing capacitance and when this capacitance drops with rising VBB, 
conversion gain of charge-to-voltage increases and produce larger pulse height. This high 
gain also increases the baseline voltage of the threshold defining point OUT_A, given in 
equation-3.3 (cf. figure-18b). As a consequence of increasing baseline voltage, the threshold 
which is the distance between baselines to critical point reduces. This is how change in VBB 
affects the threshold level. The Noise should behave in opposite way. Higher the threshold, 
lower the noise, that is obtained only for chip-3. The reason why chip-1 and 2 give noise 
value in opposite pattern is hard to define, only few assumptions can be made such as:  
 Radiation effect- Chip-1 and 2 are irradiated chips. They were highly irradiated 
during Helium micro beam test whereas, chip-3 is completely nonirradiated. 
Radiation can cause a behavioral change in chip. 
 Temperature effect- The tests were not temperature stable. So change in temperature 
can also influence the test output.  
 
5.3.3 Test 3- Threshold and Noise Scan with varying ITHR and VCASN 
Once again threshold scan was performed with varying ITHR and VCASN. These are two 
parameters that have great influence on threshold level (explained in section-3.4.3.1). For this 
test only chip-1 with following configurations was used: 
 NMASKSTAGES= 100. 
 VCASN has been chosen to be 50, 57, 63 and 69 (DAC value) and corresponding 
parameter VCASN2 is adjusted to 62, 69, 75 and 81 (DAC value). This entire 
configuration is done in config file saved in software subdirectory. 
 ITHR ranges from 10-70 DAC in steps of ten for each VCASN.  
 VBB=0V. 
 
5.3.3.1 Influence of ITHR and VCASN 
The threshold and noise can be regulated by changing ITHR and VCASN (explained in 
section-3.4.3.1); these are some frontend bias parameters. It is observed from the figure-40 
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that threshold increases almost linearly with increasing ITHR, and decreases with increasing 
VCASN so different combination of ITHR and VCASN can help to attain the same threshold.  
 
 
Figure 40: Mean threshold as a function of ITHR and VCASN. 
 
Figure 41: Mean noise as a function of ITHR and VCASN. 
The mean noise is also increasing with increasing ITHR and VCASN illustrated in figure-41. 
A similar test was performed with first ALPIDE prototype known as pALPIDE-1 [76] and it 
was observed that the mean noise reduces with increasing ITHR whereas it was almost 
uninfluenced by VCASN. In our case, we used the final version of ALPIDE chip and also 
experiments were not temperature stable so there might have some temperature effect as we 




5.3.4 Test 4- Noise Occupancy or Fake Hit Rate Test for Three Different VBB 
This test is performed on three chips with the following setup: 
 Number of internally given event/ STROBE was 10,000.  
 STOBE duration was 2 µs. 
 Value of certain parameters was adjusted for different VBB (cf. Table-8). 
 ITHR=50. 
At the end of the test, a file NoiseOccupancy.dat is generated with a line format as described 
in section-4.2. Paragraph 4.4 explains how the fake hit rate is calculated from the total 











Figure 42: Fake Hit Rate at VBB (a) 0V (b) -3V (c) -6V. 
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Figure 43: Fake Hit Rate at VBB (a) 0V (b) -3V (c) -6V. 
Fake Hit Rate (FHR) < 10
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Figure 44: Fake Hit Rate at VBB (a) 0V (b) -3V (c) -6V. 
Fake Hit Rate (FHR) < 10
-10
 
Fake Hit Rate (FHR) < 10
-10
 





5.3.4.1 Influence of VBB 
The Fake hit rate is most likely to be influenced by the threshold. If the threshold is low, the 
probability of fake hit rate increases, so all the parameters those are responsible for changing 
threshold level have some effect on fake hit rate. VBB is considered one of those parameters. 
When VBB increases, threshold drops therefore fake hit rate increases and this effect is 
illustrated in figure-42, 43 and 44. Fake hit rate increases with increasing VBB, for instance, in 
figure-43, 
At VBB=0V,  FHR=10
-10
 /event/pixel  masked pixels nearly 2  
At VBB=-3V,  FHR=10
-10
 /event/pixel  masked pixels nearly 4   
At VBB=-6V,  FHR=10
-10
 /event/pixel   masked pixels nearly 100   
A similar test was also performed with pALPIDE-1 [76] and it was observed that FHR 
reduces with increased VBB that is opposite to our finding. But that test was done with 500 ns 
STROBE duration and our experiment was at 2 µs so there is 4 times higher probability of 
noise gain and increasing FHR. Again temperature was not controlled throughout the 
experiment so temperature effect shouldn’t be underestimated.  
Radiation has an effect on the fake hit rate. Chip-2 is highly irradiated with Helium ion and as 
a consequence, the fake hit rate for this chip is reasonably higher even at VBB = 0V and -3V 
in comparison to other chips. But still, it does not cross the maximum limit of fake hit rate 
assigned for ALPIDE chip (cf. Table-4) that is < 10
-5
 per readout frame and pixel.  
 
5.3.5 Test 5- Noise Occupancy or Fake Hit Rate test with varying ITHR and VCASN  
This test was done only on Chip-1 and required setup is following:  
 Number of internally given event/ STROBE was 10,000.  
 STOBE duration was 2 µs. 
 ITHR ranged from 10-70 DAC in steps of ten for each VCASN 50 and 57 DAC. 
 VBB was fixed at 0V.  
Results are illustrated in the following figures and paragraphs where the influence of certain 




(a)                                                                           (b) 
 
(c)                                                                            (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 45: Fake hit rate of chip-1, as a function of number of masked pixels with nominal 
VCASN=50 DAC and VBB=0V (a) ITHR=10 DAC (b) ITHR=20 DAC (c) ITHR=30 DAC (d) 
ITHR=40 DAC (e) ITHR=50 DAC. 
 
Figure 46: Fake hit rate as a function of ITHR and VCASN for VBB=0V and zero pixels masked 









5.3.5.1 Influence of ITHR and VCASN 
Figure-45 shows results for the fake hit rate as the function of masked pixels or excluded 
pixels for different ITHR. Figure includes only ITHR up to 50 DAC because above that fake 
hit rate becomes zero. To see the change in fake hit rate over ITHR, for this test VCASN was 
chosen 50 DAC. It is observed that Fake-hit-rate reduces with increasing ITHR. 
Also in figure-46, fake-hit-rate is shown as a function of ITHR and VCASN. It is clearly 
visible that fake hit rate drops with increasing ITHR when the number of masked pixels is 
fixed at 0. Now if we correlate this relation with the threshold value as function of ITHR and 
VCASN (cf. figure-40), where increasing ITHR makes the threshold value increased so, we 
can conclude that higher the threshold value lower the fake hit rate because pixel has to cross 
the threshold level in order to be recorded as hit.  
On the other hand, when VCASN increases, threshold value drops that leads to higher fake 
hit rate, illustrated in figure-46. VCASN defines the baseline voltage at the OUT_A node, 
which is connected to the gate of the transistor that controls the output stage (cf. M8 in 
figure-18b). For any chosen value of VCASN if OUT_A node exceeds that certain critical 
voltage, outputs of all pixels will be constantly activated (i.e. a fake hit rate equal to one) and 
leading to a non-functioning of the chip. The nominal value of VCASN is chosen 50 DAC for 
ALPIDE tests. 
 
5.3.5.2 Influence of Masked Pixels 
It is known that fake hit rate is dominated by a few, so-called hot pixels rather than the 
gaussian noise, therefore, masking those hot pixels might be an easy way to get rid of high 
fake-hit-rate and this is assumed from the figure-49 that shows lower fake-hit-rate when 
excluded pixels are more.  
 
5.3.6 Test 6- Radiation Effect  
In this study three ALPIDE chips were used mainly for characterizing. As mentioned in 
section-5.2, two of them are irradiated with different particles with different energy but some 
radiation effect was noticed only in chip-2 from the irradiation by “Helium-4” ion.  
Chip-1 and 2 went through the micro beam experiment with Helium-4 ion in Australia 
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), Australia in January 2018. These 
two chips were tested for radiation damage in April 2018. A random threshold scan with 
VBB=0V to -6V was performed for this test and a permanent radiation effect is observed in 
the noise and threshold map for chip-2. It is said permanent as it wasn’t healed by the chip 
itself in three months. Figure-47 shows how the affected pixel matrixes in chip-2 look, both 
in terms of threshold and noise level. The highly irradiated pixel matrixes are visible at VBB= 
-3V to -6V. But at 0V (without bias) these pixels are not visible in thresholdmap due to 
higher threshold value but noisemap still confirms the poor performance of those affected 




(a) Thresholdmap, VBB=-6V.                                   (b) Noisemap, VBB=-6V. 
 
(c) Thresholdmap, VBB=-3V.                                 (d) Noisemap, VBB=-3V. 
 
(e) Thresholdmap, VBB=0V.                                    (f) Noisemap, VBB=0V. 
Figure 47: Radiation effect in chip-2 in terms of threshold and noise level. Affected pixels in (a) 
thresholdmap at VBB=-6V (b) noisemap at VBB=-6V (c) thresholdmap at VBB=-3V (d) noisemap 
at VBB=-3V (e) thresholdmap at VBB=0V (f) noisemap at VBB=0V. 
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The pixels got hit are also seen in data file. Figure-48 shows how the address and hit 
information are recorded in the data file.  
 
Figure 48: Pixels in the irradiated area (addresses are encircled). 
Despite being in the same irradiated area all pixels don’t receive the same dose, therefore, the 
threshold and noise value varies pixel to pixel (cf. figure-47). This is because of beam 
moving pattern illustrated in figure-49. The red line shows how the Beam Spot
10
 moved to 
cover the entire area. The ion incidence rate is decreasing with time, the more they move to 
the right the lesser they deposit dose. 
 
Figure 49: Beam pattern. The red arrows show the way the beam spot is moving. Each dot 
represents a beam spot, and the beam spot stays in one position for a certain time, the dwell 
time11, before it skips to the next position [99]. 
 
 
                                                 
10
 Beam Spot: Where the beam hits. 
11




5.3.6.1 Threshold and Noise for highly irradiated Pixels 
There were four areas irradiated by the Helium-4 ion. Two areas of 128 × 128 µm
2
 and two 
“L” shaped area of 2048 µm
2
, shown in figure-50. The scanning details of these four areas 
are attached in section-A.2. 
 
                          (a) Area-1.                                                              (b) Area-2. 
 
(c) Area-3.                                                                  (d) Area-4. 
Figure 50: Activated pixel in a small irradiated area (a) 128×128 µm
2
 (b) 128×128 µm
2
 (c) L 
shape area of 2048 µm
2




(a) X-Projection                                                (b) Y-Projection 




The total number of hit pixel in area 1 & 2 was 81 (Counted from the data file) and from the 
figure-50(a) & (b) it is seen that the inner most 9 pixels got the highest dose and registered with 
maximum hit. The projection of hit for Area-2 (cf. figure-50b) is illustrated in figure-51.  
In Area- 1 & 2, matrix of innermost 9 pixels shows high deviation from the regular threshold and 
noise value (cf. figure-47). The pixels in the “L” shaped area, shown in figure-50(c) & (d), don’t show 
any radiation effect. 
Radiation effect leads to a reduced threshold value and increased noise value for a pixel. 
Before measuring these threshold and noise values for the highly irradiated pixels, it should 
be noted that they are measured with VBB=-6V to have clear distinguishability. The mean 
threshold measured for full chip-2 at VBB=-6V is 125.8 with standard deviation 17.82 and the 
mean noise is 2.26 with standard deviation 0.85 (cf. figure-36).  
Figure-52 shows the thresholdmap and threshold value for 81 irradiated pixels in Area-2 (cf. 
figure-50b) and the mean threshold value is measured 106. The noisemap and noise value is 
shown in figure-53 and mean noise value is measured 3.581.  
 
  
Figure 52: Thresholdmap (Left), Threshold value of irradiated pixels (Right). 
  




Now, the inner most highly irradiated 9 pixels in Area-2 (cf. figure-50b) give mean threshold 
around 65, illustrated in figure-54 and mean noise around 7, illustrated in figure-55. These 
values are far beyond the mean values (including standard deviation) for the whole chip. So 
this cannot be any random deviation in fact this is a consequence of radiation effect. 
  
Figure 54: Thresholdmap (Left), Threshold value for affected pixels (Right). 
  
Figure 55: Noisemap (Left), Noise value for affected pixels (Right) 
 
Similarly, for the highly irradiated 9 pixels in Area-1 (cf. figure-50a), the recorded threshold 




(a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 56: (a) Threshold and (b) Noise value for affected pixels. 
 
5.3.6.2 Mean Threshold and Noise versus Total Accumulated Dose (Gy)  
When micro beam of Helium-4 ion hits the chip, it deposits high energy to that specific area. 
The four irradiated areas on chip-2 (cf. figure-50) received different doses and most likely the 
pixels showing high noise level had the maximum dose. The dose deposition in four areas are 
calculated as follows [99], 
We know,  Depth of ALPIDE epitaxial layer 25µm 
  Silicon density 2.329 g/cm
3
 
Inside the epitaxial layer the assumed average energy of Helium-4 ion is 9 
MeV and the energy loss is 95.5 keV/µm. 
Spot pitch
12
 of the beam was 1 µm 
 
Area-1 




Energy loss per Helium Ion = 95.5 KeV/ µm × 25 µm ×1.6×10-16 J/KeV  
= 3.82×10-13 J  
Dose per small mass   = 3.82×10
-13
 J / 9.54×10
-10
 Kg 
    = 4×10-4 Gy 
 
                                                 
12




Area-1 was irradiated 4 times. Dose calculation for each time is following, 
1) When,  Ion rate 2 KHz (Assuming constant) 
Dwell Time 100 ms 
 Calculated Dose = 128 × 128 × 2000 Hz × 0.1 s ×4×10-4 Gy = 1,310.72 Gy 
2) For same Ion rate and dwell time, 
Calculated Dose = 1,310.72 Gy 
3) When,  Ion rate 10 KHz (Assuming constant) 
Dwell Time 100 ms  
 Calculated Dose = 6,553.6 Gy 
4) For same Ion rate and dwell time, 
Calculated Dose = 6,553.6 Gy 
 
Total Dose in Area-1   = 1,310.72 Gy + 1,310.72 Gy + 6,553.6 Gy + 6,553.6 Gy 
   = 15,728.64 Gy 
 
Area-2 
Area-2 was irradiated 3 times. Dose calculation for each time is following, 
1) When,  Ion rate 10 KHz (Assuming constant) 
Dwell Time 200 ms 
 Calculated Dose = 13,107.2 Gy 
2) For same Ion rate and dwell time, 
Calculated Dose = 13,107.2 Gy 
3) When,  Ion rate 10 KHz (Assuming constant) 
Dwell Time 100 ms 
 Calculated Dose = 6,553.6 Gy 
 
Total Dose in Area-2   = 13,107.2 Gy + 13,107.2 Gy + 6,553.6 Gy  
   = 32,768.0 Gy 
 
Area-3 






Energy loss per Helium Ion = 95.5 KeV/ µm × 25 µm ×1.6×10-16 J/KeV  
= 3.82×10-13 J  
Dose per small mass   = 3.82×10
-13
 J / 1.19×10
-10
 Kg 
    = 3.2×10-3 Gy 
Area-3 was irradiated once. Dose calculation is following, 
When,  Ion rate 10 KHz (Assuming constant) 
Dwell Time 200 ms  
 Calculated Dose = 2048 × 10
4
 Hz × 0.2 s ×3.2×10-3 Gy = 13,107.2 Gy 
 
Total Dose in Area-3  = 13,107.2 Gy   
 
Area-4 
Area-4 was irradiated once. Dose calculation is following, 
When,  Ion rate 10 KHz (Assuming constant) 
Dwell Time 200 ms  
Calculated Dose = 13,107.2 Gy 
 
Total Dose in Area-4  = 13,107.2 Gy 
The change in mean threshold and noise value over dose is illustrated in figure-57.  
 
(a)                                                                   (b) 




In section-3.5, the possible radiation damage effects are discussed and it gives a clear 
understanding that radiation-induced effects, such as increase of leakage current leads to the 
increased shot noise of the device and degrades device performance, also surface defect due 
to ionizing radiation causes a shift in threshold and noise. From our analysis of the highly 
irradiated pixels on chip-2, reduced threshold and increased noise level is determined as an 
indication of radiation effect but it is hard to interpret what types of defect took place, but the 
assumption says that the structural damage of silicon chip can happen due to the high energy 
Helium ion knocking out the silicon atom or dopant atoms from their normal position without 
any charge generation. This leads to electronic effect through structural damage. The surface 
defect slowly shifts device parameter until the device doesn’t work anymore and mainly 
occurs because of chronic exposure to radiation. So far, the pixels that were analyzed in this 
study did not receive radiation over a long period of time but it certainly deposits a high 
amount of dose that might also cause the damage.   
 
5.3.6.3 Compensating for Radiation Damage 
It is almost impossible to fix the pixels which are affected, but in order to use the chip for 
next experiment these pixels can be masked to avoid any reading from them. Also, since the 




5.4 Cluster Analysis 
5.4.1 Alpha Beta and Gamma Source 
Three forms of ionizing radiation caused by unstable atoms are alpha, beta, and gamma. The 
ALPIDE cluster size analysis begins with checking the response of the chip to particles and 





Sr emitting electrons and 
241
Am emitting alpha are used (cf. section- 4.5). 
The particle, emitted by 
55
Fe, gives energy almost equal to the most probable energy loss of 
Minimum Ionizing Particles (MIPs). 
Only chip-1 was scanned with different sources with an external event/strobe number of 
10000 and VBB=0V. Figure-58 shows hitmap for each source. The hitmap for gamma shows a 
broken column which is not visible in other hitmaps and this might be because of a large 
number of pixels hit by photons from 
55
Fe, shown in figure-58(a), than beta and alpha, shown 
in figure- 58(b) and 58(c) respectively. The reason why more pixels are hit by gamma is the 
longer penetration depth in matter.  
5.4.1.1 Hitmaps 
 










(c) Hitmap for Alpha [
241
Am]. 
Figure 58: Hitmap for (a) Gamma (b) Beta (c) Alpha. 
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5.4.1.2 Cluster Size 
Figure-59 shows cluster size distribution for each particle. Figure-59(a) shows a typical 
cluster by X-ray. The spectrum of cluster size for gamma, originating from 
55
Fe source, 
shows one significant peak illustrated in figure-59(b). This happens when the particle hits the 
reflective boundaries of the epitaxial layer and all generated charge carrier are collected by 
the group of pixels. This single peak also manifests localized charge deposition of gamma. 
The lower signals values appear as a tail in the histogram can be caused by the absorption of 
a photon in the substrate and thus all generated charge is not able to reach the epitaxial layer 
















Figure 60: (a) Single event cluster for MIPS particle (b) Single event cluster for low energetic 





The smaller clusters in the histogram, shown in figure-60(d) are produced from the high 
energetic beta particle that usually goes through the sensor. This high energy beta particles of 
2.27 MeV, referred as MIPS particle losses energy along their path that gives a particle track, 
illustrated in figure-60(c). Figure-60(a) shows a typical single event cluster for MIPS.  
Low energetic electron loses more energy in the epitaxial layer therefore produces fat cluster, 
illustrated in figure-60(b).  
 
   (a) 
 
      (b) 
Figure 61: (a) A rare big single event cluster for Alpha (b) Cluster size histogram for Alpha. 
 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
Figure 62: (a) Range of alpha particles in silicon (b) Ionisation energy loss along a particle track 
due to nearly 5 MeV alpha particle [100]. 
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For alpha particle, a big cluster is shown in figure-61(a). Now as a heavy charged particle 
alpha loses energy while traversing a material. From figure-62(a) range of alpha particle with 
energy 5486 KeV can be estimated and that is around 25 µm. Figure-62(b) shows the 
maximum ionization energy loss for the same energy alpha particle at depth nearly 25 µm. 
This illustration leads to an understanding that alpha particle of 5486 KeV losses all its 
energy at the epitaxial layer of ALPIDE as the epitaxial layer is itself 25 µm deep. This high 
energy deposition and ionization rate helps to create fat cluster size that is shown in figure-
61(b).   
Cluster size is dependent on the threshold. It is known that at lower threshold value the 
frequency of larger clusters is slightly overestimated whereas the occurrence of single pixel 
clusters is overestimated at the higher threshold (more details is available here [71]). To 
eliminate this problem threshold value 131.4, was fixed for scanning all the sources by 
keeping VBB=0V, ITHR=50 and VCASN=50. This set up also ensure that change in cluster 
sizes is not influenced by any other parameter except the type and energy of the particle. 
 
5.4.2 X-ray Source Test  
ALPIDE detector was irradiated by X-rays of six different energies (cf. Table-6). This energy 
change is based on isotope type and the orbital from where X-rays are generated. This 
experiment was done only on chip-1. Source scanning was performed for 5000 trigger at 
VBB=0V.  
Figure-63(a) shows how the activated pixels are presented in the hitmap and numbers are 
shown in the statistics box as “Entries”. Figure-63(b) illustrates energy vs. number of entries 
or activated pixel. The changing pattern of entries with energy shows efficiency of sensor as 
the photon sources had same geometrical acceptance or same luminosity. Also, the time (≈ 15 
mins) for all individual source scan was same.  
Soft X-rays (<100 keV) interact predominantly via the photoelectric effect with silicon. The 
energy is transferred from photon to generated photoelectron. Energy transfer to 
photoelectron increases with increasing energy of incident photon. A lower energetic 
photoelectron doesn’t interact much with the matter but when the energy of photoelectron is 
high it can act like beta particle by interacting with matter and create more charge in medium 
and eventually increases the number of entries. From figure-63(b), we find a pattern of entries 
starting with a rise and then followed by a fall and rise again. This change in number of 
entries over energy might cause from the fluctuation of source activity as from the user 









Figure 63: (a) Hitmaps showing number of entries for X-ray with energy 8.04 and 8.91 KeV 




The different interaction probability according to energy is given in Table-9 along with the 
percentage of energy attenuated, absorbed and transmitted. Here probability is calculated by 
X-Ray attenuation & absorption calculator [101]. For this calculation Silicon thickness was 
used 25 µm, which is the epitaxial layer thickness of ALPIDE. 
Table 9: Interaction probability with changing X-ray energy for Silicon 
X-ray Energy 
(KeV) 
Interaction probability Total Energy Distribution 
8.91 Photoabsorption: 23.6939 




Attenuation [%]: 24.1075 
Transmission [%]: 75.8925 
Energy Absorption [%]: 23.5510 
14.97 Photoabsorption: 5.5813 
Compton Scattering: 0.0726 
Rayleigh Scattering: 0.2028 
Attenuation [%]: 5.8566 
Transmission [%]: 94.1434 
Energy Absorption [%]: 5.5569 
19.63 Photoabsorption: 2.4875 
Compton Scattering: 0.0800 
Rayleigh Scattering: 0.1382 
Attenuation [%]: 2.7057 
Transmission [%]: 97.2943 




Compton Scattering: 0.0855 
Rayleigh Scattering: 0.0975 
Attenuation [%]: 1.3864 
Transmission [%]: 98.6136 
Energy Absorption [%]: 1.1961 
36.55 Photoabsorption: 0.3671 
Compton Scattering: 0.0896 
Rayleigh Scattering: 0.0537 
Attenuation [%]: 0.5104 
Transmission [%]: 99.4896 
Energy Absorption [%]: 0.3710 
50.65 Photoabsorption: 0.1290 
Compton Scattering: 0.0896 
Rayleigh Scattering: 0.0307 
Attenuation [%]: 0.2493 
Transmission [%]: 99.7507 
Energy Absorption [%]: 0.1365 
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 Rayleigh Scattering: This is the scattering of the Electromagnetic radiation by a particle with radius close to 
1/10 the of the radiation wavelength. 
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5.4.2.1 Cluster Size  
Cluster sizes at different X-ray energy are shown in figure-64. It can be seen that the mean 
value of cluster size increases with increasing energy, shown in figure-64(a) to 64(e). Figure- 
64(f) shows a bit reduced mean cluster size because part of the energy is transmitted through 
the sensor. Figure-65 shows energy vs. mean cluster size.  
 
(a)                                                                         (b) 
 
(c)                                                                         (d) 
 
(e)                                                                      (f) 
Figure 64: Cluster size histogram for X-ray with energy (a) 8.04 and 8.91 KeV from Cu (b) 
13.37 and 14.97 KeV from Rb (c) 17.44 and 19.63 KeV from Mo (d) 22.10 and 24.99 KeV from 




Figure 65: Energy vs. Mean cluster size. 
 
5.4.3 Proton Beam Test 
The ALPIDE chip-W07R15 was used for proton beam test. Required setup and configuration 
for this test is discussed in section-4.6. In this section we will show the hitmaps for proton 
and how typical proton clusters look. 
 
5.4.3.1 Entries over Angle 
Particle intensity drops over increasing angle between beam trail and ALPIDE chip and thus 
the number of hit pixel also goes down. Figure-66 shows how the hitmaps look at different 
angle where the distance was fixed at a certain range from approximately 1.6 m to 1.7 m. 
Data was collected for VBB=-6V. 
    




(c) Angle 58.1, Distance 1.65. 
Figure 66: Hitmaps for proton beam at VBB=-6V. 
 
5.4.3.2 Proton Cluster size  
Figure-67 shows cluster sizes for proton at VBB=-6V and at 1.6 m distance. High reverse bias 
voltage gives relatively smaller cluster size because detector charge collection efficiency 
increases and charge does get enough time to diffuse. Therefore, at VBB= -6V the bigger 
cluster generally consist of 10-14 pixels, shown in figure-67(b) and smaller one consists of 5-
7 pixels, shown in figure-67(a). Here the mean cluster size is ≈ 7. Figure-68 shows the cluster 
size histogram at VBB= 0V and at the same distance (1.6 m). Here the mean cluster size is ≈ 
18. At VBB= 0V the cluster size is always bigger because of less charge collection efficiency 
of sensing diode and more diffusion of charge.  
 
            (a) Smaller cluster.                                               (b) Bigger cluster. 





Figure 68: Cluster Size histogram for proton at VBB=0V and 1.6 m distant. 
 
5.4.4 Energy Deposition/LET versus Cluster Size 
Figure-69 shows the relationship between energy depositions and cluster size. The energy 
deposition in the 25 µm epitaxial layer of the sensor can be expressed as LET. The cluster 
sizes are taken at VBB=0V and with same strobe duration. 
A 5 MeV α particle loses all its energy in the epitaxial layer as it needs approximately 25 µm 
silicon thicknesses to be fully stopped (cf. figure-62). So, assumed LET for α particle is 5 
MeV. The mean cluster size for 5 MeV α is roughly 12.  
The low energy beta particles (546 KeV) produce fat cluster with mean size ≈ 9. A 546 KeV 
electron can travel ≈ 500 µm in silicon [102] and in 25 µm epitaxial layer, deposited energy 
will be, 
546 KeV electron stopping power in silicon = 1.625 MeVcm
2
/g (Taken from PSTAR) 
Density of Silicon = 2.329 g/cm
3
 





      ≈ 0.00946 MeV 
      ≈ 9.46 KeV 
The high energy beta or MIPS (2.27 MeV) particles mostly go through the sensor and thus 
produce smaller cluster with mean value ≈ 3. The energy deposited by the MIPS particle can 
be calculated from the e-h pair. To create a single e-h pair, 3.62 eV is needed and roughly 72 
e-h pairs are produced by a MIP particle in 1 µm silicon. So, in 25 µm silicon, the energy loss 
will be [103], 
 dE/dx × 25 µm = 72 × 3.62 eV × 25 µm = 6516 eV = 6.5 KeV 
The deposited energy in the epitaxial layer by six different X-ray sources depends on the 
energy of the photoelectron they produce. The photoelectron with energy from 6 KeV to 36 
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KeV, ranges few micrometer and mostly absorbed in the epitaxial layer of the sensor 
therefore the energy deposition represent the energy of the photoelectron. But when the 
energy goes 50 KeV, X-ray can penetrate more and probability of making photoelectron at 
far deep of epitaxial layer increases. The range of photoelectron is also ≈ 20-25 µm in silicon 
[104], so it can be scattered out of the sensor area with some energy and make less deposition 
of energy in the epitaxial layer. In this study, we have also seen that the cluster size for 50 
KeV X-ray drops (cf. figure-64f) as an indication of less energy deposition.  
The cluster size from the proton at VBB=0V is higher and the mean is approximately 18 (cf. 
figure-68). The energy deposition by proton is done theoretically and value is taken from 
PSTAR [51]. 16 MeV proton beam losses ≈ 5 MeV while passing through 1.6 m of air. The 
11 MeV proton losses 187 KeV in 25 µm epitaxial layer. The calculation is following, 
 
Step 1 
16 MeV Proton stopping power in Air = 24.47 MeVcm
2
/g 





Deposited energy in 1.6 m Air = 24.47 MeVcm
2




× 160 cm  
  ≈ 5 MeV 
Step 2 
 11 MeV Proton stopping power in Silicon = 32.15 MeVcm
2
/g 
Density of Silicon = 2.329 g/cm
3
 




 × 0.0025 cm  
≈ 0.187 MeV 
 ≈ 187 KeV  
In the figure-69(a), the first bump at 9.46 KeV is from low energetic electron as low energetic 
electron makes bigger cluster. The second bump at 50 KeV is due to uncertainty in energy 
deposition by a 50 KeV photoelectron. A photoelectron with this energy does not deposit all 
its energy in the epitaxial layer so the deposited energy might be less than 50 KeV. The last 
bump is at 187 KeV and that is for proton. We had high energetic proton beam and the 
detector was placed before the bragg peak so small amount of energy was deposited in 
epitaxial layer but with bigger cluster size (≈ 18). Also, the measured LET for proton is not 
very accurate rather an approximation because the stopping power of proton was considered 
constant. In real case, LET might increase as the proton beam is travelling and losing energy. 
Accurate LET could be obtained from simulation but due to time constrain simulation was 
skipped.  
In figure-69(b) all the uncertainty with LET and cluster sizes are avoided and only known 
and accurate values are plotted. From this plot a linear relationship between cluster size and 




(a) With LET and cluster size uncertainty.  
 
   (b) Without uncertainty. 




The ongoing pCT project aims to build a clinical pCT prototype by 2022 in Bergen, Norway. 
MAPS-ALPIDE is the proposed sensor for this project. The TowerJazz 180 nm CMOS 
process will be used for ALPIDE pixel chip fabrication on wafers with a high resistive 
epitaxial layer on top of the substrate that amounting the total thickness of the chip to only 50 
µm. The partially depleted epitaxial layer acts as the sensitive layer. The size of the ALPIDE 
chip is 15 × 30 mm
2
 with 1024×512 array of 30×30 µm
2
. 
It is mentioned before that he ALPIDE chip was developed for ALICE experiments to know 
the physics of strongly interacting matter by improving particle measurement precision and 
increasing event readout rate. In pCT, high energetic proton beam traverses the target with 
intensity ~10
9
 protons/sec that requires a detector with high position resolution (tens of µm), 
simultaneous tracking of large particle multiplicities, fast readout and radiation hardness. It 
also requires a detector with low mass and thin sensors (50 µm). These requirements put 
forward the necessity of designing a high granularity DTC with next-generation pixel sensor-
ALPIDE.    
 
6.1 Discussion on Performed Test and Findings 
Several studies have been done in optimizing the ALPIDE chip over last few years. Chip 
characterization has been performed previously with earlier prototypes and this thesis was an 
effort to partially characterize the final ALPIDE chip and compare the performance between 
three chips as well as with earlier prototype.  
The threshold and noise have an important effect on most of the performance parameters of 
the sensor. So the shift of the threshold and noise value with varying different parameters 
such as VBB, ITHR, and VCASN was determined and measured for three available chips. 
Results and discussion are given in section-5.3.2 and 5.3.3. 
The fake hit rate strongly affects the tracking performance and output data rate of a tracking 
device, therefore, it is important to know how to optimize the value of fake hit rate by 
adjusting all related parameter. Therefore the fake hit rate was measured with varying VBB, 
ITHR, and VCASN for three chips. Results and discussion are given in section-5.3.4 and 
5.3.5. 
The nominal threshold and noise level were further used for detecting radiation effect in 
pixels. Few pixels in a particular chip, exposed by high energy alpha particle and having 
excessively high dose deposition, were investigated for radiation damage and a significant 
decrease in threshold and increase in noise value presented as an indication of radiation 
effect. Results and discussion are given in section-5.3.6 
Before high energy proton beam test, it is important to know how the sensor responds to 
different low energy particles available at the laboratory. The sensor response is measured as 
cluster size and to investigate the cluster size the chip was exposed with X-ray (of different 
energy in KeV), γ (from a 
55
Fe-source), β (from a 
90
Sr-source) and α (from a 
241
Am- source). 
It has been observed that for each of the particle the cluster size is distinguishable and 
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clusters size changes with changing energy. Cluster size analysis was done with C++ and root 
programming. The developed code is attached in the appendix. 
With proton beam, the detector response at different flux was observed and cluster sizes were 
analyzed for two different reverse bias voltages along with justifying their change in size.  
 
6.2 Implications of This Research   
This study is an initial effort to understand the chip performance and behavior also, to 
analyze test output for further interpretation of useful information.  
Radiation damage is one of the top concerns for pCT. Detectors should be sufficiently 
radiation hard to stay in the beam line permanently to avoid costly and difficult installation 
and removal of the system very often. Detector’s required performance is expected to sustain 
up to 5 years from the first installation time. Therefore the study of radiation damage and 
measure to mitigate the damaging effect is important.  
This study will help to recognize damaged pixels and avoid exceeding maximum radiation 
limit to discourage the pCT image compromising for radiation damage. The investigation of 
radiation effect reveals the approximate dose level responsible for pixel threshold and noise 
shift. This study includes how the radiation effect can be observed and damaged pixels are 
separated. Also, the way of measuring the threshold and noise value only for damaged pixels 
is discussed. So for next such incident, this technique can be adopted.   
The Cluster analysis for different particle helps to understand the particle types after 
detection because the sensor’s response to different radiation is only recorded as pixel hits in 
other way cluster size. The sensor, designed for pCT is sensitive to all types of radiation but 
only proton information should be scrutinized for tracking the traversing path as well as 
energy loss in the object to be imaged. 
This study also gives the proof of energy dependency of cluster size that indicates the 
possibility to assume the energy of the traversing particle from the cluster size. 
 
6.3 Direction of Further Research 
This study gives a basic understanding about a very complicated ALPIDE chip which is 
under the consideration stage of being used as a sensor for clinical pCT prototypes. It was not 
possible to discuss everything about the chip in this short period of time and limited research 
frame. For pCT purpose, this study is only a primary effort in characterizing the ALPIDE 
chip as well as interpreting the sensor response to radiation.  
The future research in this field can be directed in following recommended ways, 
 For optimizing pixel’s threshold and noise value, influences of bias parameters other 
than VBB. ITHR and VCASN can be explored.  
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 In fake hit rate test, the result from chip-2 is not fully satisfying as its showing a 
comparative higher fake hit rate than other chip. But further experiment can be carried 
out with chip-2 to investigate if the fake hit rate decreases by masking the hot pixels.  
 This study doesn’t quantify the radiation effect level as well as the threshold of dose 
level for an ALPIDE chip. Further research can be conducted in that direction. Also, 
the normal temperature annealing capacity of the chip can be investigated by giving 
dose over a long period of time and measuring threshold and noise. Also, radiation 
hardness in terms of proton fluence can be studied.   
 Cluster analysis with different energy and different particle can be done in future 




A.1 Analog Front-End Optimization for Final ALPIDE 
The chip matrix of ALPIDE-3 to final ALPIDE has 8 sectors of 512×128 pixels [84]. On the 
chip, the sectors are numbered from left to right. Table-10 shows different front-end 
implementation for each sector.  
Table 10: ALPIDE sectors [84]. 
Sector M3, M5, M6, M8 VCASN2 
(M9) 
M1 bulk Reset Spacing 
 
0 optimized size  Yes AVDD  Diode  2 µm 
1 optimized size  No AVDD  Diode  2 µm 
2 as in pALPIDE-1/2 No  AVDD  Diode  2 µm 
3 optimized size  Yes AVDD  Diode  2 µm 
4 optimized size  Yes Source  Diode  2 µm 
5 optimized size  Yes Source  Diode  3 µm 
6 as in pALPIDE-1/2 No AVDD  PMOS  2 µm 
7 optimized size Yes AVDD  PMOS  2 µm 
 
The final optimized ALPIDE analog front-end circuit schematic is shown in Figure-70. This 
prototype is designed to optimize the charge threshold spread by scaling transistor size with 
the constraint to fit the front-end in 220 µm
2
 [83]. 
In the optimized front-end circuit, Sectors 2 and 6 execute the same architecture as in 
previous full-scale prototype and consist of larger current bias transistors (M0, M4, M7) but 
sector 2 uses diode reset scheme and sector 6 uses the PMOS reset scheme. Further reduction 
of the pixel-to-pixel mismatch was aimed by optimizing M3, M5, M6, M8 transistors size in 




Figure 70: Optimized front end schematic with parasitic capacitance (cause gain reduction) of 
pALPIDE-3 [83]. 
Sector 3 executes diode reset and sector 7 executed PMOS reset. This ALPIDE-3 
configuration ensures an expected increase in the front-end gain by 18% [84]. The collection 
n-well has octagonal shape with 2 µm diameter in all the sectors. All sectors have collection 
n-well to p-well spacing of 2 µm except sector 5 and sector 5 shows the same circuitry like 




A.2 List of Helium Beam Test on Chip-2 
 
Table 11: Details of chip-2 scan for Helium-4 ion beam 















180124_192025 0 128 x 128 1 100 2 +/- 1 
180124_200918 -3 128 x 128 1 100 2 +/- 1 
180124_205001 -3 128 x 128 1 100 10 +/- 2 
180124_212250 0 128 x 128 1 100 10 +/- 2 
180125_102831 0 128 x 128 1 200 10 +/- 2 
180125_113158 -3 128 x 128 1 200 10 +/- 2 
180125_132028 -6 128 x 128 1 100 10 +/- 2 
180125_141939 0 L-shape, 
1024 + 1024 
1 200 10 +/- 2 
180125_144208 -3 L-shape, 
1024 + 1024 













//string arrangement(string lineX) 
using namespace std; 
/* 
 *  
 */ 
int main(int argc, char** argv) { 










     
if(bigdata.fail()){ 




string Cluster =""; 
string grpClusterinaEvent =""; 
string clusterSize =""; 
string eventNclusterLine =""; 
int i = 1, k=0, M =0; 
int eventID = 0; 
float totalEvent = 0; 
float totalCluster = 0;  
float avgCluster = 0; 
int greaterthan10Cluster = 0; 
int clusterCount = 0; 
int clusterArray[1][5] ; 
int total=0; 
int A1 =0, B1 =0, C1=0, D1=0, E1=0; 
int A_value = 0, B_value = 0, C_value =0; 
//read the file until you have reached the end 
while(!bigdata.eof()){ 
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string V = "",W = "",X = "",Y = "",Z = ""; 
int A =0, B =0, C=0, D=0, E=0; 
int SpaceAfterNumCount = 0; 
int SpaceDetect =0; 
int NumberDetect = 0; 
int numStatus = 0; 
         
//bigdata >> item; 
getline (bigdata,line); 
//cout << i <<endl; 
       
// splitting the string line to five segment   
for(int j=0;j<line.length();j++){ 
if((line[j]) == ' '){ SpaceDetect = 1; NumberDetect =0; } 
if((line[j]) != ' '){ NumberDetect = 1; SpaceDetect =0;} 
           
if(NumberDetect == 1){ 
numStatus = 1;  
if(SpaceAfterNumCount == 0){ 
V += line[j];} 
 if(SpaceAfterNumCount == 1){ 
 W += line[j]; 
 } 
 if(SpaceAfterNumCount == 2){ 
 X += line[j]; 
 } 
 if(SpaceAfterNumCount == 3){ 
 Y += line[j]; 
 } 
 if(SpaceAfterNumCount == 4){ 
 Z += line[j]; 
 } 
 } 
if(SpaceDetect == 1) { 
if(numStatus ==1){ 
SpaceAfterNumCount += 1;  




         
// cout << " --->> " + V + " | "+ W +" | "+ X +" | "+ Y +" | "+ Z<< endl; 
//WriteFile << "\n --->> " + V + " | "+ W +" | "+ X +" | "+ Y +" | "+ Z; 
         
//String to integer conversion 
A = atoi(V.c_str());  
B = atoi(W.c_str()); 
C = atoi(X.c_str()); 
D = atoi(Y.c_str()); 
E = atoi(Z.c_str()); 
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A_value = abs(A-A1); 
B_value = abs(B-B1); 
C_value = abs(C-C1); 
        
         
// 
//if((abs(A-A1) <=4) && (abs(B-B1) <=4) ) { 
if(C_value == 0) { 
//WriteFile << " <<<<";  
k++; 
if(( A_value <= 4) && (abs(B-B1) <=4)){ 
clusterCount++; 
WriteFile <<" | \t ->" + to_string(clusterCount); 
}else { 
if(clusterCount >=1){ 
// greaterthan10Cluster++;  
M++; 
WriteFile <<" | \t ----->> " + to_string(clusterCount+1); 
Cluster += to_string(clusterCount+1); 
Cluster +="|"; 
                   
clusterSize += to_string(clusterCount+1)+","; 
total = total + clusterCount+1;   
} 
clusterCount = 0; 
} 
} 
//if(!((abs(A-A1) <=4) && (abs(B-B1) <=4))){ 
//if(!((abs(A-A1) <=4) && (abs(B-B1) <=4) && ((C-C1)==0))){ 
else{ 
totalEvent++;  
eventID = C1; 
if(clusterCount >=1){ 
// greaterthan10Cluster++;  
M++; 
WriteFile << " | \t ----->> " + to_string(clusterCount+1); 
Cluster += to_string(clusterCount+1); 
Cluster +="|"; 
                   
clusterSize += to_string(clusterCount+1); 
                   
total = total + clusterCount+1;   
} 
if(clusterCount ==0){ 
// greaterthan10Cluster++;  
//M++; 
WriteFile << " | \t ----->> 0 ";  
} 
WriteFile << " >>>--- No. of Cluster in a event =>> " + to_string(M); 
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grpClusterinaEvent += to_string(M) + "|"; 
eventNclusterLine +="\n"+to_string(eventID)+"\t\t\t"+to_string(M)+"\t\t\t"+ clusterSize; 
     
totalCluster = totalCluster + M;  





WriteFile << "\n --->> " + V + " | "+ W +" | "+ X +" | "+ Y +" | "+ Z; 
A1 = A; B1 = B; C1 = C; D1 = D; E1 = E; 
i++;  
} 
cout << to_string(k) + "->" + to_string(clusterCount) + "->" + Cluster << endl; 
WriteFile <<"\n" + to_string(k) + "->" + to_string(clusterCount) + "-> \nTotal number of 
Greater-than-10 Cluster ="+ to_string(greaterthan10Cluster); 
WriteFile <<"\nTotal Value:"+to_string(total)+"\n->" +"Avg:"+ to_string(((total)/1)) +"\n"+ 




//individual Cluster Size 
string clusterline; 
clusterline = Cluster; 
int BarDetected = 0; 
int NumberDetected = 0; 
int lastGreaterNumb = 0;  
int collectedNumb = 0; 
string numbTemp =""; 
string Arrangement =""; 
WriteFile << to_string(clusterline.length())<<endl; 
for(int j=0;j<clusterline.length();j++){ 
if(clusterline[j] =='|'){ BarDetected =1; NumberDetected = 0;} 
if(clusterline[j] !='|'){ BarDetected =0; NumberDetected = 1;} 
   
if(NumberDetected == 1){ 
numbTemp += clusterline[j]; 
} 
if(BarDetected == 1){ 
collectedNumb = atoi(numbTemp.c_str()); 
//cout <<to_string(lastGreaterNumb) + "-->"; 
// cout <<collectedNumb<<endl;  
if(collectedNumb >lastGreaterNumb){ 
lastGreaterNumb = collectedNumb;  
// cout <<"->"+to_string(lastGreaterNumb);  
} 
numbTemp =""; 





for( int k=0; k<=lastGreaterNumb; k++){ 
BarDetected = 0; 
NumberDetected = 0; 
collectedNumb = 0; 
numbTemp = ""; 
int L=0; 
for(int j=0;j<clusterline.length();j++){ 
if(clusterline[j] =='|'){ BarDetected =1; NumberDetected = 0;} 
if(clusterline[j] !='|'){ BarDetected =0; NumberDetected = 1;} 
     
if(NumberDetected == 1){ 
numbTemp += clusterline[j]; 
} 
if(BarDetected == 1){ 
collectedNumb = atoi(numbTemp.c_str()); 
//cout <<to_string(lastGreaterNumb) + "-->"; 
//cout <<collectedNumb<<endl;  




//collectedNumb = 0; 
} 
} 
Arrangement += to_string(k)+"-->"+to_string(L)+"|\n";  
}  
cout <<"Greater Numb: " + to_string(lastGreaterNumb)<<endl; 
cout << Arrangement; 
//individual cluster size finding end 
   
WriteFile << "|\n";   
WriteFile << "|\n"; 
WriteFile << "|\n"; 
WriteFile << "Number of Event: " + to_string(totalEvent)<<endl; 
WriteFile <<grpClusterinaEvent;  
WriteFile <<"\nGreater Numb: " + to_string(lastGreaterNumb)<<endl; 
     
WriteFile <<eventNclusterLine; 
finalWriteup <<"EventID  No-of-Cluster \t Cluster-Size"; 
finalWriteup <<eventNclusterLine; 
avgCluster = totalCluster/totalEvent;  
finalWriteup <<"\nAvrg no of cluster per event:"+to_string(totalCluster)+"/"+ 
to_string(totalEvent)+"="+to_string(avgCluster);  
  
finalWriteup <<"\n\n\nMost Frequent Cluster size\n"+Arrangement; 
     
WriteFile << "\n"; 
WriteFile <<Arrangement; 
WriteFileResultOnly <<Arrangement; 
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